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Abstract
The gluon contribution to the spin of the proton, ∆G, can be extracted from double spin asymmetries for
inclusive pi0 production in polarized pp collisions at RHIC. The combined analysis of RHIC data taking runs
through 2009 indicates that ∆G is positive for relative gluon momenta x > 0.05. The analysis of new data
at center of mass energies of 510 GeV will improve the statistical significance of the result at low x. During
Run 13 at the PHENIX experiment, a total integrated luminosity of 155 pb−1 and polariations of 50% and
53% were achieved for the two beams. In this thesis a double spin asymmetry for electromagnetic clusters
from photons resulting from pi0 and η meson decays will be measured with an electromagnetic calorimeter,
the Muon Piston Calorimeter, MPC, covering forward scattering angles corresponding to pseudorapidities
3.1 < η < 3.9. This measurement will extend the sensitivity for spin contributions from gluons with small
momenta reaching ∼ 0.001.
For the high luminosity run in 2013, the MPC was upgraded with new, waveform sampling front-end
electronics from the decommissioned PHENIX HBD. The new electronics makes it possible to suppress
backgrounds in the MPC both oﬄine and at the trigger level. As part of this thesis waveform fitting
algorithms for the new HBD electronics were developed to make it possible to separate electromagnetic and
hadronic showers as well as backgrounds resulting from direct energy deposits in the Avalanche Photodiodes
(APDs) which are reading the light from the MPC PbWO4 crystals.
Using new scaler boards developed by Lawrence Berkley Laboratory, methods to determine relative
luminosities were further refined resulting in systematic errors below 10−4 and well below the statistical
errors expected from the 2013 high statistics data sample in PHENIX.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter will first summarize key discoveries in the study of the proton and QCD. The rest of the chapter
will be devoted to explaining our current understanding of the spin structure of the proton. Section 1.2 will
introduce through Deep Inelastic Scattering how we can probe into the properties of nucleons. We will
then introduce the reader to the so-called spin puzzle and how polarized pp collisions can access the gluon
contribution to the total spin of the proton.
1.1 A Brief History of the Proton
The study of the atomic nucleus composition and behavior can arguably be traced back to the discovery of
radioactivity by Henri Becquerel in 1896 [1]. In 1897, J. J. Thomson discovered the electron [2], proving
that atoms had an inner structure. The Geiger-Marsden experiment, also known as the Rutherford gold foil
experiment, led to the discovery that most of the mass of the atom was concentrated in a small, positively-
charged nucleus. The scattering of alpha particles at large angles contradicted the “plum pudding model”
in which negatively charged electrons occupied a uniform positively charged region [3].
The proton, however, would not be discovered until 1917, when Rutherford observed that by shooting α
particles into nitrogen gas, hydrogen nuclei would be produced via the reaction [4]:
4
2He
++ + 147 N→ 178 O + 11p (1.1)
Later discoveries such as the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton being different from 2 [5], indicated that
the proton had an inner structure. The discovery of many hadrons in addition to protons and neutrons
led to the hypothesis by Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig that the building blocks of all hadrons were
particles called quarks.
1
Quantum Chromodynamics
The main force that mediates in the interactions between quarks is the strong force. Quantum Chromo-
dynamics (QCD) is the quantum field theory that describes the strong force. Unlike the electromagnetic
force, where there is only one type of charge, in QCD there are three such properties, where each valence
quark inside the proton may have a color charge of red, green or blue. Negative color charges exist in
particles such as the antiproton that is made up of anti-red, anti-green and anti-blue.
The two phenomena observed in experiments and that are fundamental principles in QCD are those of
Color confinement and Asymptotic freedom. Color confinement dictates that color charged particles
cannot be seen isolated but can only be found in color-neutral hadrons. Confinement occurs due to the
fact that the carrier of the strong force, the gluons, themselves carry color charge. This lead to a potential
between two color charges has a Coulomb-like potential at short distances (∼ 1/r2), and a linearly increasing
term at long distances. This linearly rising term makes it impossible to separate color charges. Instead,
additional particle pairs are created out of the vacuum to neutralize color and yield a configuration with two
jets of colourless hadrons [6].
Asymptotic freedom is the property that the interactions between particles becomes asymptotically
weaker as the distance between them decreases. In a regime of high energies, QCD theory becomes per-
turbative. At energies much larger than the quark masses, measurable quantities become scale invariant,
namely independent of the absolute scale of energy, and only functions of energy ratios, or scaling variables.
In reality this exclusive dependence on scaling variables is broken in QCD corrections, however, as we will
see in section 1.3, these violations are logarithmic and computable.
1.2 Deep Inelastic Scattering
In order to study the inner structure of the proton, high-energy leptons (in this case, electrons) can be used
as probes. The reaction is:
e+ p→ e′ +X (1.2)
Electrons are used because they are abundant and easy to accelerate with electromagnetic fields due to
their charge. Electrons and quarks interact via the electromagnetic force.
Figure 1.1 shows the leading order Feynman diagram for electron-proton DIS1. An electron with initial
momentum Pe deflects off of a proton with 4-momentum P
′
e. P represents the four-momentum of the proton.
1It is the leading order in that it is the diagram that contributes to the scattering amplitude at lowest order in the
electromagnetic coupling constant, αEM
2
In elastic scattering, the proton remains intact. Deep inelastic scattering occurs when the negative
squared momentum transfer of the exchanged photon is much larger than the rest mass of the proton
(Q2  M). When this happens, the interaction between the electron and the proton can be seen as the
exchange of a virtual photon between two point-like particles: the lepton and the quark.
Figure 1.1: Illustrative diagram of Deep Inelastic Scattering. Figure taken from [7].
The negative four-momentum transfer is defined as:
Q2 ≡ −q2 = −(P ′e − Pe)2 (1.3)
In the quark parton model (more on this in the next section), quarks inside the proton behave as
non-interacting point-like particles. The electron scatters elastically against one of the quarks and the proton
disintegrates.
The scattered quark is described by the scaling variable Bjorken-x,
x ≡ Q
2
2P · q =
Q2
2Mν
, (1.4)
x is the fraction of proton momentum carried by the interacting quark in the Breit (or brick wall) frame of
reference.
y ≡ P · q
P · Pe (1.5)
is the fractional energy lost by the lepton in the collision, i.e., the fraction of the lepton energy carried by
3
the photon in the photon rest frame and
ν =
q · P
M
(1.6)
is the virtual photon energy.
The invariant mass squared of the proton system is
W 2 ≡ (P + q)2 (1.7)
and the center-of-mass energy squared of the event is
s ≡ (Pe + P )2 (1.8)
It can be shown that variables x, y, Q2 and s are related in the following way:
Q2 = xys (1.9)
1.2.1 Bjorken Scaling and the Quark Parton Model
The differential cross-section for DIS between an electron and an unpolarized proton in the laboratory frame
is:
(
d2σ
dE′dΩ
)
ep→e′X
=
α2EM
4E2 sin4 θ2
(
W2(ν,Q
2) cos2
θ
2
+ 2W1(ν,Q
2) sin2
θ
2
)
(1.10)
where αEM is the electromagnetic coupling constant. E is the energy of the electron in the initial state, E
′
is the energy of the electron in the final state, Ω is the solid angle and θ is the scattering angle between the
beam axis and the final direction of the electron. Functions W1 and W2 are called the inelastic form factors.
By measuring the cross-section in ep scattering, one is able to probe into inelastic form factors. Figure
1.2 shows the early data on DIS.
σMott ≡ α
2
EM
4E2 sin4 θ2
is the cross section of a lepton on a point-like charged particle. Note how the differential cross sections of
inelastic scattering show a smaller dependence on q2 for increasing values of W . This decreasing dependence
on q2 indicates that the scattering of the electron looks increasingly similar to the scattering of point-like
partons.
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Figure 1.2: Double differential cross-section for elastic and inelastic ep by the SLAC-MIT experiment.
Bjorken proposed in 1968 that the structure functions may exhibit scaling behavior in the asymptotic
limit [8],
lim
Q2→∞,ν/Q2fixed
νW2(Q
2, ν) = MF2(x)
lim
Q2→∞,ν/Q2fixed
W1(Q
2, ν) = F1(x),
(1.11)
i.e., that the structure functions could be written in terms of scaling functions F1 and F2 that depend only
on Bjorken-x. The Lorentz invariant double differential cross section for the inelastic exchange of a virtual
photon is:
(
d2σ
dxdQ2
)
ep→e′X
=
4piα2EM
xQ4
[
(1− y)F2(x,Q2) + y2xF1(x,Q2)
]
(1.12)
If Bjorken scaling holds –as supported by evidence– we can write scaling functions F1,2 as sums of number
densities, or parton distribution functions, fi, where i represents each of the component quarks inside the
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proton:
F1(x) =
1
2
∑
i=quarks
e2i fi(x) (1.13)
F2(x) = 2xF1(x) = x
∑
i=quarks
e2i fi(x), (1.14)
therefore being able to extract the parton distribution functions from electron-proton scattering. Parton
distribution functions are number density functions in terms of Bjorken-x. The most basic constraint for
PDFs is that the integrals for each quark-antiquark PDFs add up to the number of valence quarks in the
hadron. For instance, in the case of a proton the parton distribution functions for the up and anti-up (u, u¯),
down and anti-down (d, d¯); and strange and anti-strange (s, s¯), quark PDFs:
∫ 1
0
[u(x)− u¯(x)]dx = 2
∫ 1
0
[d(x)− d¯(x)]dx = 1
∫ 1
0
[s(x)− s¯(x)]dx = 0 (1.15)
since the proton is known to comprise two up valence quarks and one down quark.
1.3 PDF Evolution
The independence of structure function F2 on Q
2 for a fixed x value is only approximate and holds true over
a limited kinematic range. PDFs are obtained by fitting many data points in a grid of Q2 and x values from
many experiments. The most common method consists of parametrizing the dependence of the distribution
on the variable x at some fixed value of Q2 [9]. Figure 1.3 shows the HERA combined NC ep reduced
cross-section and fixed-target data as a function of Q2. The blue band shows the total uncertainty of the fit.
The DGLAP(Dokshitzer, Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli, Parisi) equations can be used to evolve these distri-
butions [6] [11]. The scaling violation is a consequence of gluon radiation. Gluons are radiated by interacting
quarks. When this radiation occurs, gluons may split into quark-antiquark pairs. These radiated gluons and
quark-antiquark pairs carry smaller momenta than the initial parton, essentially resolving partons as clouds
of lower momentum particles. Splitting functions
Pi→j
(
x
y
)
give the probability that a parton j with momentum y results from a radiative event from a parent par-
ton i with momentum fraction x [12]. These splitting functions can be obtained from perturbative QCD
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Figure 1.3: Extracted F2 from a variety of experiments [10].
techniques. The DGLAP equations for quarks are:
d
d logQ2
q(x,Q2) =
αS
2pi
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(
q(y,Q2)Pq→q
(
x
y
)
+ g(y,Q2)Pq→g
(
x
y
))
(1.16)
d
d logQ2
g(x,Q2) =
αS
2pi
∫ 1
x
dy
y
(∑
i
qix(y,Q
2)Pg→q
(
x
y
)
+ g(y,Q2)Pg→g
(
x
y
))
(1.17)
These equations allow us to evolve cross sections obtained for a given parton distribution function at a
specified Q2 into a new scale from first principles. This method is used in global QCD analyses of DIS data
in order to determine the best possible parametrization of quark and gluon distributions from the sum of all
available data sets. Table 1.1 shows how different hard processes shed light into the distribution functions
of different partons. Figure 1.4 shows PDF distributions at two different Q2 scales.
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Table 1.1: Lepton-Nucleon and other hard-scattering processes and their primary sensitivities in global
analyses. Table taken from [13].
Process Main Subprocess PDFs probed
`±N → `±X γ∗q → q g(x . 0.01), q, q¯
`+(`−)N → ν¯(ν)X W ∗q → q′ ”
ν¯(ν)N → `+(`−)X W ∗q → q′ ”
νN → µ+µ−X W ∗s→ c→ µ+ s
`N → `QX γ∗Q→ Q Q = c, b
`N → `QX γ∗G→ QQ¯ g(x . 0.001)
pp→ γX qg → γq g
pN → µ+µ−X qq¯ → γ∗ q¯
pn, pp→ µ+µ−X uu¯, dd¯→ γ∗ u¯, d¯
pn, pp→ µ+µ−X ud¯, du¯→ γ∗ ”
ep, en→ epiX γ∗q → q ”
pp¯→W → l±X ud→W u, d, u/d
pp¯→ jet +X gg, qg, qq → 2j q, g(0.01 . x . 0.5)
Figure 1.4: Result from the MSTW NLO PDFs at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104GeV2( [14]).
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1.4 The Proton Spin Puzzle
Despite having a complex inner structure, the proton has a total spin of 1/2 ~. In what was originally called
the “proton spin crisis”, the EMC experiment [15] found that quark contributions to the total spin of the
proton were consistent with zero, challenging the previously held belief that quarks contributed all or most
of the proton spin. For a summary of the history of this assumption and its eventual rejection, see [16].
Different models of the proton make different predictions about the configuration of the spin. However,
all models must take into account that, by virtue of momentum conservation, the spin of the proton must
have three origins:
1
2
=
1
2
∆Σ + ∆G+ Lq,g, (1.18)
where:
• ∆Σ represents the total contribution due to quark polarization. A recent constraint from the HERMES
experiment is ( [17]):
∆Σ = 0.330± 0.011(theo.)± 0.025(ext.)± 0.028(evol.)
.
• ∆G is the contribution of Gluon polarization. Initially believed to be small, this term is known to be
positive in the region 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.2. The value of ∆G is subject to large uncertainties, especially in
the low x region. Results of this measurement will be explained further in section 1.7.
• Lq,g is the contribution from angular momenta. There are no constraints on the value of Lq,g.
In order to understand gluon polarization inside the proton, we must first understand polarized parton
distributions as their integral over the entire kinematic range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 gives ∆G, which is the value we are
ultimately interested in.
1.5 Polarized Parton Distribution Functions
The study of parton distribution functions has contributed to the development of QCD for the extraction
of coupling constants through the dependence of structure functions on Q2. It has also been successful at
describing cross sections for high energy hadron-hadron collisions.
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The measurement of polarized parton distribution functions has played a major role in our discovery of
the spin structure of the proton. The above mentioned EMC collaboration measured the polarized structure
function, gp1(x,Q
2) and discovered a very small contribution of quarks to the total spin of the proton.
If we define zˆ; the beam direction axis; as the quantization axis, we can assign partons either a positive
or negative helicity:
fi(x) ≡ f+i (x) + f−i (x) (1.19)
∆fi(x) ≡ f+i (x)− f−i (x). (1.20)
∆fi(x) is the longitudinally polarized PDF. Analogous to F1(x), we can write the polarized structure
function as:
gp1(x) =
1
2
∑
i
e2i∆fi(x). (1.21)
If we take the difference in cross sections between same and opposite spin directions between target and
beam, we find that ( [18], [19]):
d2σ↑↓
dxdQ2
− d
2σ↑↑
dxdQ2
= agp1(x,Q
2) + bgp2(x,Q
2). (1.22)
Here, a and b coefficients are obtained from electron-vertex kinematics.
The main disadvantage of using DIS for probing into gluon polarization is that leptons do not interact
strongly with the proton nor do they interact with gluons to first order. A high energy electron-ion collider
is currently being proposed to the current kinematic range of gp1 in order to better determine ∆g, the
gluon polarization distribution( [20]). This is possible since the larger range in Q2 can exploit evolution for
determining ∆G. However, until such an experiment becomes a reality, polarized proton-proton collisions
will be the main probe for gluon polarization distributions.
1.6 pp collisions and ∆G
1.6.1 Factorization
Proton-proton collisions are used to probe into the polarization distribution of gluons inside the proton.
The proton-proton cross section, shown in equation 1.23 and figure 1.5 can be factorized in 3 contributions.
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First, the structure of the colliding protons is described by parton distribution functions and polarized PDFs
that have been extracted from DIS experiments and applied to pp collisions since these distributions are
universal.
The second component of pp cross sections are the cross sections of parton-parton scattering processes.
These are calculable using perturbative QCD to Next-to-Leading Order (NLO).
In addition to the parton distribution functions, we also have the fragmentation functions (FF) in the final
state. Fragmentation functions Dhf (x) are number densities of hadrons h resulting from the hadronization
of a parton f . ( [21] [22]). Fragmentation functions are probability functions used to describe how color
carrying quarks and gluons yield color-neutral particles. Dhf is a universal property just like PDFs and is
measured experimentally. These are not computable by perturbative QCD since these processes are not
perturbative in nature.
Factorization refers to the breaking of the pp scattering into three separate components. This has been
shown to work in the hard scattering limit. One must understand the implications of choosing a large
renormalization scale µ 2 in order to obtain a small coupling constant that justifies the use of factorization
( [23]). At sufficiently large energies, the cross section becomes independent of the choice of µ. It is also
important to evolve the PDFs in Q2.
Figure 1.5 illustrates these three components. Using factorization, the cross section for the process
pp→ hX is:
σpp→hX =
∑
f1,f2,f
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2dzf1(x1, µ
2, Q2)f2(x2, µ
2, Q2)σˆf1f2→fX
′
(x1p1, x2p2, p
h/z, µ2)Dhf (z,Q
2)
(1.23)
More concisely, we can write this equation as:
σpp→hX = f1 ⊗ f2 ⊗ σˆf1f2→fX′ ⊗Dhf (1.24)
This cross section can be divided into a cross section for same helicity protons and opposite helicity
protons:
σ = σ++ + σ+ – (1.25)
2The factorization scale corresponds quantitatively to the resolution with which the hadron is being probed
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Figure 1.5: pp scattering can be factorized into parton distribution functions, perturbative QCD cross section
between interacting partons and a fragmentation function.
Analogously to polarized PDFs, one can define [12]:
dσ = σ++ − σ+ – (1.26)
where the polarized version of equation 1.23 can be written as:
dσpp→hX =
∑
f1,f2,f
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2dz∆f1(x1, µ
2, Q2)∆f2(x2, µ
2, Q2)dσˆf1f2→fX
′
(x1p1, x2p2, p
h/z, µ2)Dhf (z,Q
2)
(1.27)
At the Phenix experiment we can measure the Asymmetry between these two quantities:
ALL ≡ dσ
σ
=
σ++ − σ+ –
σ++ + σ+ –
(1.28)
As we will see later, these asymmetries can be related to the gluon polarization, in particular in the
kinematic region at low x where gluon-quark and gluon-gluon scattering processes are predominant.
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1.6.2 Kinematic Range for pp Collisions
By convention, at PHENIX the Blue beam goes into the +zˆ direction –which is also the north. The yellow
beam goes into the south, or −zˆ. θ is the angle with respect to the beam whereas φ is the azimuthal angle.
The rapidity is a measurement of how forward a particle coming out of the collision point is with respect
to the zˆ axis. For a particle with 4-momentum p = (E, ~p), it is defined as:
y =
1
2
ln
E + pz
E − pz (1.29)
In the limit when E  m, rapidity converges to the more commonly used pseudorapidity, η:
η = − ln tan θ/2 (1.30)
η is a convenient variable because it relates the rapidity of massless or very high momentum particles
with an angle in the lab frame. The transverse momentum, pT , is defined as:
pT ≡ |p| sin θ (1.31)
When partons interact in the inelastic reaction:
f1 + f2 → f3 + f4,
where the reactants can be quarks or gluons and the products can be quarks, gluons, photons or leptons as
allowed by QED and QCD. In the Breit –or brick wall frame– it is safe to assume the interacting parton
momenta are parallel to the beam’s momentum. If Ep is the proton energy that is the same in both beams,
the four-momenta in the lab frame are p1 = (x1Ep, 0, 0, x1Ep) and p2 = (x2Ep, 0, 0,−x2Ep). The center of
mass energy is
√
s = 2Ep, while the partonic center of mass collision energy is:
√
sˆ =
√
x1x2s (1.32)
With the measurement of pT and y of the outgoing jets we have:
x1 =
pt√
s
(ey3 + ey4) (1.33)
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x2 =
pt√
s
(e−y3 + e−y4) (1.34)
In the case of small scattering angles, where measured jets are close to each other, y3 ≈ y4, we see that:
y ≈ 1
2
ln
x1
x2
(1.35)
Therefore, a forward detector would be capable of reconstructing pairs of partons when one of them has
a much larger momentum fraction than the other; thus facilitating the kinematic range to low Bjorken-x.
1.6.3 Accessing ∆g(x) via pp collisions
Previous PHENIX results from mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.35) and √s = 200GeV were able to constrain ∆G in
the limited range of 0.05 < x < 0.2.
In addition to the rapidity of the measurement, the fraction of events that come from quark-quark,
quark-gluon or gluon-gluon is also quite important. In Figure 1.6 the fractions of different processes are
shown for a reconstructed pi0 at mid-rapidity vs pT . The importance of this is two-fold:
• It determines which partons contribute to the observed ALL
• Different processes have different asymmetries called the analyzing power:
aˆLL =
∆σˆ
σˆ
. (1.36)
The analyzing power in equation 1.36 is plotted versus scattering angle in figure 1.7
In summary, the total asymmetry can be approximated as [12]:
ALL ∝ a∆q
q
∆g
g
aˆqgLL + b
(
∆g
g
)2
aˆggLL + c
(
∆q
q
)
aˆqqLL (1.37)
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Figure 1.6: Relative contributions from different partonic subprocesses contributing to inclusive pi0 produc-
tion at RHIC kinematics.
Figure 1.7: Analyzing power from each subprocess as a function of scattering angle in the parton center of
mass frame. This figure was taken from [24].
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1.7 Global Analysis Results for ∆G
Estimates of ∆G come from extracting the gluon polarization distribution, ∆g(x) and estimating
∫ 1
0
∆g(x)dx.
The gluon polarization function is subject to very large uncertainties. Figure 1.8 shows in red the current fit
and in dotted lines several fits which are within 90% confidence level. After incorporating data from 2009
STAR jet production for
√
s = 200 GeV and PHENIX pi0 for
√
s = 200 GeV; the DSSV collaboration found
that the integral of ∆g(x,Q2 = 10GeV 2) in the region x > 0.05 is 0.20+0.06−0.07 at 90% C.L. [25].
Figure 1.8: ∆g(x) for the DSSV analysis results before incorporating the 2009 RHIC data (DSSV and
DSSV*) and the new fit with RHIC data from pi0 and jet production [25].
Figure 1.9 illustrates the impact of the 2009
√
s =200 GeV data. While the uncertainty in the integral
in the region above x = 0.05 has been dramatically reduced where it now is no longer consistent with zero;
the integral below 0.05 is still subject to large uncertainties.
The projected impact of the data from PHENIX MPC ALL and and STAR di-jet data from Run 13 is
shown in figure 1.103. The running integral from xmin to 1 gives an idea of probing ∆g into low-x by using
the PHENIX MPC will have on the total integral from 0 to 1. The new data will cover momentum fractions
as low as 10−3. This will significantly constrain the total gluon contribution to the total spin in a region
where the truncated moment can be anywhere between −0.3~ and 0.8~, i.e., from -60% to 160% of the total
proton spin.
3This plot also includes STAR 2015 data which recorded an integrated luminosity of 50pb−1 at 200 GeV pp collisions. Run
13 collided protons at 510 GeV and attained integrated luminosities of 300 pb−1 and 150 pb−1 in the STAR and PHENIX
experiments, respectively.
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Figure 1.9: 90% areas in the plane spanned by the truncated moments of ∆G computed for 0.05 < x < 1
and 0.001 < x < 0.05 at Q2 = 10GeV2 [25]. While in the high-x region (above 0.05), the truncated moment
is no longer consistent with zero, in the low momentum transfer region, the uncertainties are much larger
and range anywhere from -0.3 to 0.8.
Figure 1.10: Running integral for ∆g vs xmin. The 90% C.L. bands are estimated with and without the
projected RHIC measurements up to Run-15 [26].
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Chapter 2
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
This chapter is an introduction to the accelerator where PHENIX operates. RHIC is located at Brookhaven
National Laboratory in Upton, New York. This chapter reviews the aspects of RHIC that are most relevant
to the work presented in this thesis. For a more thorough summary see references [27, 28]. The Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider is capable of producing polarized proton beams and maintain this polarization through
acceleration and storage.
RHIC is a highly versatile collider that has been able to accelerate proton beams to energies up to 255
GeV with polarizations close to 50%. The STAR experiment is also located at RHIC. In addition to proton
beams, RHIC is used to collide heavy ions in order to characterize the Quark-Gluon Plasma.
2.1 Acceleration Chain
Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of the RHIC accelerator complex.
Nuclearly polarized H1− atoms are produced in the Optically Pumped Polarized Ion Source (OPPIS).
These atoms are accelerated to 35 keV. For a more detailed description of OPPIS see [29] and [30]. These
atoms are accelerated in the radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) to 750 keV.
The Booster receives protons accelerated in the Linear Accelerator (LINAC) at 200 MeV. The Booster
captures the 400 µs pulse into a single bunch of protons and injects them into the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) at energies of 2.35 GeV. AGS further accelerates the polarized protons to 24.3 GeV.
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is capable of colliding proton beams to energies up to
√
s =510 GeV. RHIC accelerates proton beams in packets of particles called bunches. RHIC contains two
separate accelerator rings called Blue and Yellow. RHIC collides 120 bunch pairs. 10 consecutive bunches
are empty in what is called the “abort gap”. This gap is necessary when dumping the beam since this is the
time needed to ramp up the kicker magnet that removes the protons from their orbit.
In order to reduce systematic uncertainties that may affect the relative luminosity, RHIC applies 8
different spin patterns where the beam polarization of the blue and yellow beams alternate every other
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crossing.
In order to bring the beams to collide they have to be merged at collision points using DX magnets. For
more information on the RHIC/AGS accelerator complex see [31].
Figure 2.1: Diagram of RHIC acceleration chain and the location of important systems for accelerating and
storing proton beams. The purpose of each component is be explained in the text. This image was taken
from [32].
2.2 Beam Instrumentation
2.2.1 Siberian Snakes
In addition to delivering high luminosity, the RHIC AGS complex also tries to maximize the beam po-
larization. Several effects decrease the beam polarization over time. The Siberian snakes ( [33]) flip the
polarization of the proton. The natural direction of polarization for protons in the ring is vertical, and
the Siberian snakes will flip the polarization between up to down during each revolution. This stabilizes
the polarization of the beam since any depolarizing instabilities during one revolution of the beam will be
canceled on the next revolution; the beam flipped by the snakes will rotate through an equal but opposite
depolarizing stability, thus returning the beam to its original polarization.
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2.2.2 Spin Rotator
Spin rotators are based on the same helical dipole magnets used in the Siberian snakes. Spin rotators are
located in each beam upstream and downstream of the PHENIX and STAR interaction point. With these
set of magnets it is possible to rotate the beam polarization from the vertical direction into the longitudinal
direction, parallel to the beam momentum [34].
2.2.3 Polarimeters
The Hydrogen Jet Polarimeter [35] measures the CNIAN between the proton beams and a polarized hydrogen
jet. A comparison of two measurements, one with the beam polarized and the hydrogen unpolarized and the
second with the beam unpolarized and the hydrogen jet polarized makes it possible to measure the absolute
magnitude of the polarization in RHIC. The hydrogen jet polarization is precisely known through a atomic
Breit-Rabi polarimeter.
The Coulomb-Nuclear Inference (CNI) polarimeter provides left-right asymmetries of recoil carbon from
a thin carbon ribbon that is inserted in the RHIC beam. It has a large cross section that allows to monitor
the polarization over time. See [36] for reference.
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Chapter 3
PHENIX
The Pioneering High Energy Nuclear Interaction eXperiment is the largest detector at RHIC. It started
operations in the year 2000. It consists of two groups of detectors that cover different scattering angles
around the collision point.
3.1 Triggering and Data Acquisition
The purpose of the triggering system at PHENIX is to optimize the information written to disk. Since
collisions at PHENIX happen at a rate that is much higher than the rate at which data can be written
to disk, an efficient trigger system must be developed in order to record events that are of interest to the
analyzers. The trigger uses simple but fast signal logic to determine if an event should be recorded. After
events are written to disk, the oﬄine analysis reconstructs events in detail.
The Data Acquisition(DAQ) system writes data at rates of 700 MB/s. Data are sent from the subsystem
front-end electronics to the Data Collection Modules (DC Ms). Next, the data are transferred to the
assembly and trigger processors that assemble the event’s data and pass it to one of a series of buffer boxes
for archiving.
The DAQ system also includes scaler boards. These count the number of triggers that fire over the course
of the run. The scaler boards help track how often each of the trigger conditions were met for each of the
systems and they are a proxy for measuring the integrated luminosity delivered to PHENIX.
There are three systems of scaler boards at the PHENIX experiment:
1. GL1 board: It counts the trigger count totals for a run. The first scaled trigger is the “Raw” trigger,
which is the total number of times a trigger fires. The “Live” trigger counts the times when the trigger
fired and the DAQ was available to take data.
2. GL1p board: It provides trigger counts for each of the 120 beam bunches. It is of particular interest
when determining spin asymmetries since it helps scale yields on a crossing-by-crossing basis.
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3. Starscaler boards: Like the GL1p board, they provide scaler counts on a bunch-by-bunch basis. In
addition to the four scalers measured by GL1p, it includes single arm scalers and scalers with no vertex
cuts for the BBC and ZDC.
3.2 PHENIX Spectrometer Arms
PHENIX can be broken down into four groups of detectors that specialize in different tasks. The different
spectrometer arms are shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: View of PHENIX detector systems for Run 13 (2013). The top image is the central arm. The
bottom shows a longitudinal cross section where the muon arm and the Luminosity monitors are shown.
This analysis is based on data from the MPC and the Luminosity monitors(BBC and ZDC).
The central arm consists of two spectrometers that cover pseudorapidities of |η| < 0.35 and 900 in φ. It is
designed to detect charged particles, direct photons and neutral hadrons. It includes –among other systems–
a magnet system, two time of flight detectors, various ionization chambers, a ring imaging Cerenkov detector
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and an electromagnetic calorimeter.
The muon arms measure high pT muons in the region 1.2 < |η| < 2.4. They include a central magnet, a
muon magnet system and several other detectors for precise muon tracking and identification.
The MPC (see chapter 4) is located in an opening in the muon spectrometer magnet return yoke, the
so-called muon piston and was added to PHENIX to study low x physics.
The two global detectors are the Beam Beam Counter(BBC) and the Zero Degree Calorimeter(ZDC).
The purpose of these detectors is to reconstruct the collision point and to keep record of the number of
collisions that occur. They are also used to construct a minimum-bias trigger that selects inelastic collisions.
This trigger is important as it is used as a baseline for other triggers designed to select and collect rare
events.
3.3 Beam Beam Counter
The BBC is a two arm detector at z = ±144 cm from the interaction point along the beam line. Each
arm is composed of 64 3 cm thick quartz Cerenkov (βthreshold = 0.7) radiators read-out with mesh-dynode
photomultiplier tubes. The BBC has a resolution of 50 ps and it uses the time difference between hits in the
arms to reconstruct the z-vertex. Figure 3.2 shows a picture of the BBC assembly. For more information on
the BBC see [37].
Figure 3.2: BBC assembly. Each arm has 64 quartz Cerenkov radiators [37].
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3.4 Zero Degree Calorimeter
The ZDC North and South are hadron calorimeters located 18m from the center of PHENIX. Their location
along the collision axis and far from the collision point makes them cover pseudorapidities above 6. They
are designed to detect low-pT neutral particles from diffractive pp interactions. Diffractive collisions have
very low momentum exchange and typically interacting protons decay into neutrons (pp→ nn).
The ZDC is also used to reconstruct the z vertex even though it has a worse resolution than the BBC
(about 1 ns). Figure 3.3 shows a diagram of the ZDC.
Figure 3.3: Birds eye view of the beam line and the ZDC [12].
The ZDC uses Tungsten as an absorber material and PPMA fiber as a sampling material. Several
alternating layers of materials generate showering process and the sampling material measures the energy.
Both the ZDC North and South consist of three modules, each with a separate readout. Figure 3.4 shows a
diagram of the setup. For more information see reference [38].
Figure 3.4: Mechanical design of the Tungsten Modules . Left shows the sampling fibers, and the absorber
plates. Right shows a top view of the ZDC [12].
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Chapter 4
The Muon Piston Calorimeter
The Muon Piston Calorimeter is the main detector in this analysis. Different aspects of the MPC will be
discussed in future chapters: Chapter 5 will show how the use of HBD electronics increases the precision
with which we can estimate a tower’s energy. Chapter 7 will explain all the details about the calibration
procedure and chapter 8 will show how the cluster production double longitudinal asymmetry is measured.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the development and the hardware of the MPC.
The idea of placing an electromagnetic calorimeter at forward rapidity was originally proposed by Ken’ichi
Imai in 1999 [39]. The idea was independently proposed by Terry Awes, Mickey Chiu and Matthias Große-
Perdekamp in 2005 [40]. The MPC South was installed during the Runs 2005 and 2006. The North arm
first took data in Runs 2006 and 2007. In order to know more about the development of the MPC see [40].
In order to have a more detailed description of clustering algorithm in the MPC see [41].
4.1 Description
The MPC North covers a pseudorapidity of 3.1 < η < 3.9 and has 220 PbWO4 (Lead-Tungstate) crystals.
South MPC has 196 crystals and covers a pseudorapidity of −3.7 < η < −3.11. Both calorimeters have
a diameter of 45 cm and are located along the beam pipe. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show three-dimensional
drawings of the MPC.
Each of the MPC crystals is within a calorimeter cell. Each of these consists of a scintillating crystal and
an avalanche photo-diode (APD).
PbWO4 was chosen due to the small space available to the MPC. These crystals were originally designed
for the ALICE and CMS experiments at CERN. They have a Molie`re radius of only 2.0 cm –meaning that
when a photon hits a crystal perpendicularly, 90 % of the photon’s energy will be deposited within a radius
of 2cm. It also has a radiation length of about 0.9 cm. The tower dimensions are of 2.2× 2.2× 18cm3.
The light avalanche in each crystal is collected in an APD; which is a semi-conductor. The model of APD
1by convention, the pseudorapidity is positive in the North direction
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the MPC South, identifying its main components [40].
used, Hamamatsu S8664-55, has an active area of 5 × 5mm2 and a quantum efficiency above 85%2. The
next section will illustrate how energy is deposited in the crystals and measured in the MPC. The crystals
and the APDs are joined together with an aluminum holder.
APDs exploit the photoelectric effect to convert light to electricity. By applying a high reverse bias
voltage, they provide a first stage of gain to charge first freed by the incident photons. These are accelerated
strongly enough that they can generate secondary carriers.
2The quantum efficiency measures how well incident photons are absorbed and used to generate primary charge carriers
(i.e., electrons or holes)
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Figure 4.2: AutoCad rendering of the South(left) and North(right) MPC arms [40].
Figure 4.3: PbWO4 crystal, its dimensions are 2.2cm×2.2cm×18cm.
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4.2 Calorimetry
Electromagnetic calorimeters are used to measure electrons or photons. These may come from other particles
such as hadrons that decay into photons or electrons. When an energetic particle impacts the calorimeter,
its energy produces a cascade of electromagnetic particles with a growing lateral size. This happens by way
of bremsstrahlung and electron-positron pair creation.
Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of electromagnetic shower produced in an absorber. The original photon,
γ, decays into an electron-positron pair under the field of the lead nucleus. These leptons then emit more
photons via bremsstrahlung. This continues until the particles reach a critical energy of the material [41].
Once these produced e−/e+ reach energies below a certain threshold called the critical energy, they
lose the rest of their energy through ionization and excitation of the crystal’s electrons. The relaxation of
electrons when they decay back to their ground state is the scintillation light detected by the photosensors.
The Energy loss per unit of distance is given by:
− dE
dX
=
E
X0
. (4.1)
The radiation length, X0 can be understood as the distance where on average the energy of an electron
will be reduced by a factor of 1/e3. It is also related to the incident photon intensity I decay:
− dI
dX
=
I
7
9X0
. (4.2)
A very useful relationship between the Molie`re radius, RM , the radiation length and the critical energy
3Here, e refers to Euler’s number.
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is [41]:
RM = 21MeV × X0

. (4.3)
The design of the MPC exploits the fact that the crystals have sizes comparable to the Molie`re radius.
This means that on average the electromagnetic shower will spread over 9 towers in a 3 × 3 grid. By
weighting the energy deposited in each of the crystals, the position of the original photon can be accurately
reconstructed.
4.3 LED Monitoring System
The energy measurements in the MPC are vulnerable to changes in the PbWO4 crystals and APDs. A big
component of this change is temperature fluctuations. The other one is damage in the crystals that develops
over time. The LED monitoring systems are used for monitoring changes in the detector response to a signal
of fixed amplitude at regularly spaced time intervals.
The pulse sent by the triggering system is received by a custom designed NIM module. This module
sends out several pulses to LEDs mounted in “homogenizers”. These are hollow Teflon boxes that distribute
the light uniformly from one LED to a bundle of optical fibers. The boxes contain two blue LEDs and one
red LED. The light intensity is monitored by a PIN diode. See [40] for more information.
4.4 MPC Clustering
When a photon goes through the crystal, the energy is converted into a shower of electrons, positrons and
photons that spread both longitudinally and laterally. To reconstruct the original photon, we look for local
maxima and then look at the energies deposited in neighboring towers.
The reconstruction algorithm transforms individual tower readings into clusters that represent incident
particles on the MPC. In order to estimate the position of a particle, the weighted position is the estimator
used:
~x =
∑
i ~xiwi∑
i wi
. (4.4)
The positions can be weighted either linearly or log-weighted with respect to the deposited energy. For
more details of the clustering algorithm see [41].
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4.5 Measuring Di-Hadrons in the MPC
A key feature of the MPC is its ability to trigger on pairs of electromagnetic clusters (for details about the
trigger upgrade see section 4.6). Being able to obtain information regarding the kinematics of the secondary
jet allows us to reconstruct the original momentum fractions. Moreover, when these two jets are produced
within the MPC acceptance, events are dominated by interactions between a high momentum quark and a
low momentum gluon in the second proton. Figure 4.5 shows a diagram of a di-jet event.
Figure 4.5: When two opposite jets hit the MPC there is a forward boost to the system and x1  x2 [42].
In order to make sure that the clusters come from different jets an azimuthal separation of at least pi/2 is
required.
Figure 4.6: Distributions for the momentum fractions x1 (primary jet, in black) and x2(secondary, in red).
Results come from a PYTHIA simulation at
√
s =500 GeV.
A study based on PYTHIA by Cameron McKinney and others [42] simulated the kinematics that could
be accessed in the MPC. Figure 4.6 shows these distributions. When a single pi0 hits the MPC, the sensitivity
to low x gluons, x2, peaks at x2 ≈ 0.02 and reaches down to about x2 ≈ 0.001, que quark momentum in the
forward going proton peaks at x1 ≈ 0.3. When two pi0s are detected in the MPC, the quark x1 peaks at 0.4
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and the gluon in the second proton is now probed at lower x with 0.0005 < x2 < 0.01.
4.6 Electronics and trigger
The MPC underwent upgrades in recent years. This section will summarize the current features. See [43]
and chapter 7 of [12] for a more detailed description and motivation.
The new electronics were able to solve two main challenges: They increased the ADC range in the MPC
and they made it easier to deal with backgrounds in the MPC such as spallation neutrons hitting APDs
directly. The trigger also allowed one to efficiently trigger on high pt photons. The old electronics only
allowed triggering on energy, so that we took a lot of low pt, very forward (eta close to 3.9), but high energy
clusters.
Figure 4.7 shows a diagram of the MPC electronics. Signals from driver boards go into transition boards
that shape the driver board signals to input to the FEM. These FEM boards were taken from the Hadron
Blind Detector and they provide fast digitization and trigger calculation.
Figure 4.7: MPC electronics diagram [43].
The transition boards send a voltage proportional to the energy deposited in each PbWO4 crystal. These
transition boards made it possible to reduce the driver board signal from 400 to 100 ns (figure 4.8 shows a
simulation of this reduction). Each MPC arm needed 6 transition boards. Figure 4.9 shows how different
MPC channels mapped onto different driver boards.
The HBD FEM ADC board digitizes the data into 12 ADC readings separated 17.762ns in time and
passes it to the FPGA; which runs the trigger algorithm. Figure 4.10 shows a summary of the FEM board’s
functioning.
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Figure 4.8: PSPICE ® simulation of a pulse from the driver board in blue and the transition board response
in green [12].
Figure 4.9: MPC map. Each square represents a tower with its assigned FEE number. The different
transition boards are shown using a color code. This map was made by Scott Wolin.
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Figure 4.10: FEM board layout. See [44] for more details.
The trigger is executed by the FPGA. The algorithm estimates an energy deposit by comparing the
current ADC reading to a previous one (the number of samples is an adjustable parameter and was set at 4).
The algorithm took the difference between, for instance, the fifth and first sample. The peak of the signals
was timed to occur at around the fifth or seventh sample. The trigger is also scaled by sin θ to calculate ET
for that tower, and then summed. We also required that there were at least two towers above a minimal
threshold to reduce the single fake towers.
The algorithm counts the number of towers that are above an adjustable threshold and these values are
scaled and added. If this sum is above one of the three trigger thresholds the trigger fires. There are three
MPC triggers and their names are, in order of decreasing threshold energy: MPC_C, MPC_A and MPC_B.
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Chapter 5
Pulse Shape Extraction
The reconstruction of particles in the MPC relies primarily on the precise estimation of the energy deposited
in an MPC tower. This energy is measured in ADC units which are later converted into electron-volts during
the calibration procedure.
The use of HBD electronics in the MPC [43] has several advantages over the previous system where
pulses were measured in two different locations: It increases our working range to energies that are beyond
ADC overflow since the fit can be done excluding the ADC readings where saturation occurs.
When this pulse shape study started, we were expecting to see two distinct signals: one coming from
photons where the energy deposit and dissipation were slower and was the predominant shape; and one
coming from spallation neutron events where the pulse’s rise and drop were much more dramatic and
represented a small fraction of all the events. In addition to these two shapes, we found yet a third type of
pulse that resembled that of photon events, yet it differed in that the pulse’s rise was somewhat faster.
This chapter will explain how we were able to obtain clean samples of each of these pulse shapes in the
MPC and how we were able to extract the average shape by running an iterative procedure.
5.1 Outline of Procedure
Figure 5.1 shows what a typical pulse in the MPC looks like. Different pulses in the MPC have different
heights as height is proportional to the energy deposited in a given tower. This study is based on the
assumption that pulses of similar origin have the same underlying shape, save for differences in amplitude
and a time shift.
In order to extract the average pulse shape, we can overlay all the pulses on a histogram. In order to
do this we normalize all the pulses to amplitude equal to one and align all the estimated peaks at the same
location. Figure 5.2 shows such an overlay. When looking at different time bins, we can obtain the mean
ADC height in order to extract the average pulse shape.
Once we have average pulse shapes we can estimate a pulse’s height by fitting the average pulse shape
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Figure 5.1: Set of 12 ADC readings above pedestals in MPC tower number 13. Samples are separated by 19
ns. Right shows how these can be fit to an order-3 spline for a first estimate of the pulse height.
Figure 5.2: Superposition of approx. 155,000 pulses in channel 68. For each of the 120 bins we take the
average ADC value as the value of the pulse shape. Right shows the resulting average pulse shape.
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to the ADC readings.
Types of Pulse Shapes
As we mentioned in the introduction, we found that; in addition to the expected photonic pulse shape;
there were two sources of backgrounds. There was an unexpected type of signal that resembled the photonic
shape but it had a slightly faster rise time and a similar tail. Once an incoming particle deposits energy in
the crystal, the light detected in the APD comes from an avalanche of electrons that were excited to the
conduction band and later decay back to the valence band. The total number of scintillation photons that
reach the APDs is proportional to the energy of the incoming particle, ignoring the energy that leaks to
neighboring towers.
The second one was the expected signal coming from spallation neutrons hitting APDs directly. We can
see this because the rise time is very fast and so is the energy dissipation. This happens because there is no
scintillation in the crystal but rather an energy deposit that only happens in the APD.
During this analysis we will refer to these background signals as non-photonic of type 1, NP1 and non-
photonic of type 2, NP2. Figure 5.3 shows examples of these shapes. Note how NP1 events have a shorter
rise time but the difference is barely noticeable.
Figure 5.3: Pulse shapes of background events in MPC channel 13. Left shows an overlay of pulses corre-
sponding to NP1 events. Right shows NP2 events (spallation neutrons).
5.2 Pedestals
Pedestals were determined by looking at the average from the first and second sample, where there is no
signal. Pedestal values differ from MPC channel to channel; but usually pedestals are around 2048 ADC
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units out of a total of 4096, which is the point of overflow. Figure 5.4 shows the pedestal and pedestal RMS
values for a few runs in some MPC towers.
Figure 5.4: The plots in the top row show pedestal values for 3 channels in MPC north. Bottom row plots
show the pedestal RMS values for the same channels. Units are in ADC counts.
5.3 Bootstrap Pass
1827 run segments from Run 13 were chosen as a sample. The most challenging part of the pulse shape
extraction procedure is being able to obtain clean samples of each of the types of pulses with high statistics
and to develop a procedure that was able to work on each of the 416 MPC towers.
One of the first challenges was the rejection of background events. Pulses in the MPC –especially those
close to the beam pipe– are subject to backgrounds that may pollute our initial samples. We selected a
threshold of at least 50 ADC counts above pedestals for the highest ADC reading.
A variable that was useful for identifying NP1 and NP2 pulses was the ratio E8/E9. This is the ratio of
uncalibrated energy deposited in the eight neighboring towers divided by the total energy in the 3×3 array.
Figure 5.5 illustrates how this ratio is obtained:
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Figure 5.5: Ratio E8/E9.
Selection cuts
The initial cuts that were used for each of the pulse types are summarized in table 5.1. These cuts helped
obtain samples that were mostly pure.
Pulse type Energy Range E8/E9 range
Photons ≥ 50 ADC ≥ 0.05
NP1 ≥ 300 ≤ 0.05
NP2 ≥ 300 ≤ 0.05
Table 5.1: Initial set of cuts for each pulse type.
These cuts were chosen in order to be able to obtain large statistics since attempts to make stricter cuts
came at the cost of much lower statistics. A much more effective way to separate NP2 events from the others
was to place a geometric cut.
Geometric Cuts
Once pulses are normalized and drawn on a two-dimensional histogram, it is easier to notice contamination.
The first two cuts that were applied were:
1. If after fitting the pulse using a spline any of the data points were above the estimated amplitude the
pulse would be rejected. The reasons this would happen include contamination from a secondary peak
or that there were problems during the fit.
2. If any point of the first 3 ADC readings was above 30% of the amplitude, the pulse would also be
excluded. This was necessary as despite the relatively large energy cut, MPC towers close to the beam
pipe still showed a large contamination from backgrounds.
Figure 5.6 shows the main cut applied. Note how this geometric cut is capable of separating NP2 events
from the other two pulse shapes. The best way to think about this cut is that it is effectively a cut on the
pulse’s rise time. Since the cut goes from 4.25 to 5.25, we are asking that 2 samples (approx. 38 ns) before
reaching its estimated peak, the pulse is still below 10% of its maximum value.
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Figure 5.6: Geometric cut placed in order to separate NP2 pulse shapes from the two others (drawn in red).
Unfortunately, attempts to use a similar geometric cut to separate NP1 events and photon events failed
after many attempts. The main problem being that these pulse shapes vary significantly from channel
to channel. Placing a geometric cut that would effectively separate these two pulses would have to be
determined separately for each MPC channel. Moreover, there is no guarantee that such a tight geometric
cut would be stable across Run 13.
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Cleaning samples
In order to separate NP1 pulses from the photon sample and vice versa the following procedure was followed:
1. Obtain the average pulse shapes for each of the contaminated samples.
2. Fit pulses in both samples to the photon and the NP1 shape and get the χ2 value. Figure 5.7 shows
examples of this.
Figure 5.7: Left shows the result of χ2/dof when fitting pulses in the photon sample to both the photon
and the NP1 shape. Right shows the same plot for pulses in the NP1 sample. In both of these plots we see
that; despite most of the pulses have a good fit value when fitting to their intended pulse shape, a fraction
of them also have good values when fitting them to the opposite shape.
3. Remove all pulses that fit better to the wrong sample (e.g. if a pulse is in the photon sample but it
has a better χ2/dof when fit to the NP1 shape). Explicitly, we removed all pulses for which the χ2/dof
when fit to the wrong shape was below 5.01. Also, we decided to exclude the 30% of pulses with the
worse χ2/dof as this also got rid of contamination. Figure 5.8 illustrates this step.
This procedure was successful at removing contamination in the samples. Moreover it was successful in
every MPC channel.
1It is important to note that at this stage the nominal value of χ2/dof was not meaningful as the error bars used during
this stage were the pedestal RMS values, which underestimated the size of the errors, in the next section we propose a way to
scale the error bars in order to have a χ2/dof distribution that resembles the real one
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of this cleaning procedure in channel 68. In (a) and (b) we show the original sample.
Evidently there is a large contamination of pulses from the NP1 sample. You can see this in that there are
many pulses with low χ2/dof values when fit to the NP1 pulse shape. (c) and (d) show the effect of removing
pulses for which NP1 χ2/dof was below 5. (e) and (f) show the effect of removing the 30% of pulses with
the worst –i.e., highest– χ2/dof.
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5.4 Pulse Fitting
The average pulse shape is obtained by dividing the pulse overlay histogram into 120 time bins and getting
the average pulse height for each bin. This procedure is carried out individually for each MPC tower.
In order to estimate a pulse’s height using this 120-entry array we use a custom ROOT function where
all elements of the array can be multiplied by an amplitude parameter and shifted horizontally using a time
shift parameter, also known as template fitting. Figure 5.9 shows an example of fitting the average pulse
shape histogram to the waveform readout. During our analysis we found that only fitting ADC readings 2
to 8 increased our discriminating power since this is the region where the pulse shapes differ the most.
Figure 5.9: Top: Example of fit in channel 575. The ADC readings are shown in red, the array after the fit
was done is shown in black. Bottom shows the residuals for the fit.
5.5 Iterative Passes
Once we had a first set of average pulse shapes, the purpose of the iterative procedure was to improve said
shapes. This was done by:
1. Re-estimating all the pulses’ energies and peak location, this time by fitting to the average pulse shape
from the previous iteration.
2. Overlay all the pulses on a two-dimensional histogram to re-estimate the average pulse shape.
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We found that two iterations were enough for the average pulse shapes to converge.
Residuals
In order to develop an algorithm that could separate photon events from backgrounds, it is necessary to
scale the errors correctly. In the bootstrap pass the errors used for the fit were the pedestal RMS values.
The RMS value of pedestals is only a measurement of the irreducible error in the MPC front-end electronics.
By consistently under-estimating the errors in the fit, the χ2 is not a meaningful measurement of goodness
of fit.
The purpose of this study of residuals was to explore the possibility of developing an algorithm that
would allow the fit to reject events based on whether they are photonic in nature or not. With this in mind
we included in the iterative procedure a re-scaling of the error bars by studying the residuals of the fit.
This helps identify whether there are regions where the fit is consistently under or over-estimating an ADC
reading or whether there are regions where the errors are larger. Figure 5.10 shows the study of residuals
during the first and second iteration. As we can see in the plot, the χ2 distribution approaches more and
more the ideal χ2 distribution.
This study of residuals provides the possibility to accept or reject pulses based on the χ2 value when
fitting to the photon, NP1 or NP2 pulse shapes. In order to be able to use a χ2 test that reject pulses based
on likelihood would require further refinement such as including pulses that were not added to the initial
clean samples of photon and NP1 events.
5.6 Conclusion
We have successfully extracted the average pulse shapes for photon events and for two types of background
events. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the resulting pulse shapes for each of the MPC arms. Note that there
are non-negligible variations between channels and that there are a few channels where the NP2 pulse was
not obtained due to a lack of statistics.
Table 5.2 summarizes the pulse shapes we were able to extract.
Property Photonic NP1 (likely hadron showers) NP2 (spallation neutrons)
Rise time (ns) ∼45 ∼40 ∼30
Energy range (ADC counts) up to 800 up to a few thousand above 1500
E8/E9 [0, 1] [0, 1] [0, 0.01]
Table 5.2: Summary of pulse shapes extracted in the MPC.
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Figure 5.10: Study of Residuals in channel 68. (a) shows the χ2/dof during the first iteration. (b) Shows
the residuals for the first iteration. (c) is the χ2/dof for the second and last iteration and (d) is the residuals
for this iteration. In plots (a) and (c) the yellow line shows an ideal χ2 distribution.
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Figure 5.11: Pulse Shapes for all towers in the MPC South. Blue shows the photon shape. Red is the NP1
shape. Green shows the average NP2 shape.
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Figure 5.12: Pulse Shapes in MPC north. The color code is explained in figure 5.11.
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Chapter 6
Relative Luminosity
When calculating double spin asymmetries at PHENIX, i.g.,
ALL =
1
PBPY
N++ −RN+−
N++ +RN+−
;
the main contribution to uncertainties comes from R1, the relative luminosity between same and opposite
helicity collisions. At low x, asymmetries in cluster production are expected to be as small as 10−4. The
goal of this analysis is to push the systematic error in R to similar or smaller uncertainties.
At the PHENIX experiment, the BBC is used to determine relative luminosity due to its good z vertex
resolution and high rates. Since the BBC covers a similar kinematic range as the MPC –which is the detector
that measures asymmetries at low x– it is important to corroborate BBC counts with the ZDC in order to
increase our confidence in BBC yields.
This analysis benefits and seeks to extend prior work done by other members of the PHENIX collaboration
from Stony Brook and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and BNL for previous runs [45–49];
and analysis done on Run13 by Inseok Yoon [50].
With the use of Starscaler counts without vertex cuts, the careful use of scaler cuts for quality assur-
ance (QA) and the pileup correction, we expect to minimize the uncertainties in our determination of the
ZDC/BBC double spin asymmetry that is used to estimate the uncertainty in the relative luminosity:
A
ZDC/BBC
LL =
1
PBPY
N++ZDC
N++BBC
− N
+−
ZDC
N+−BBC
N++ZDC
N++BBC
+
N+−ZDC
N+−BBC
(6.1)
6.1 Original Dataset
The original selection were all PP510Run13 runs that had at least one million events and were labeled “good”
in the Spin Database. A total of 1088 runs were pre-selected.
1Relative luminosity , R ≡ N
++
monitor
N+−monitor
is estimated by comparing yields between same and opposite helicity crossings using a
monitor as reference, i.e., BBC or ZDC scaler counts.
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Some parts of the data were excluded for the following reasons:
• Data runs taken before Fill 17253 we excluded in the final δAZDC/BBCLL result as these used spin patterns
that were later changed. This excluded a total of 175 runs.
• Abort gap crossings (111-119) were also excluded.
• Semi-empty crossings were also cut out in runs that had them
• Crossing 1 was ignored as it was identically zero in the Starscaler counts.
6.2 Scaler Quality Assurance
In order to reduce the relative luminosity uncertainty down to 10−4 we have to start by ensuring the scalers
used are as reliable as possible. The first type of QA cuts placed on scalers was a consistency check between
Starscaler and GL1 (on a run-by-run basis) and GL1p(on a crossing-by-crossing basis). This is important
as systematic uncertainties in the electronic recording of these scalers can produce systematic uncertainties
that propagate into the final result.
6.2.1 Starscaler vs GL1 Scalers
For these scalers, crossings for which the ratio of Starscaler to GL1 scalers was less than one or more than
1.015 were cut out. We expect Starscaler to be larger than GL1 since the Starscaler boards are turned
on some time before GL1. Figure 6.1 illustrates this effect by plotting these ratios versus the run time
(represented by the total gl1_clk count). This cut excluded 123 runs in addition to the 175 that were
excluded due to the change in spin patterns.
6.2.2 Starscaler vs GL1p Scalers
On a crossing-by-crossing QA check, we made sure that the ratio of Starscaler/GL1p was between .999 and
1.001. We show these cuts in Figure 6.2. This cut reduced the number of crossings from 94560 to 86740
(8.3% reduction).
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between Starscaler and GL1 scalers. Each data point represents a run of the 1088
that were pre-selected for this analysis. We include the four scalers these two systems had in common: Top
left plot compares BBC wide, top right compares BBC counts with a 30cm cut, bottom left shows ZDC
wide and bottom right shows the ratio between clock counts. In Black is the constant line y = 1 and in Blue
y = 1.015 as these were the lower and upper bound for our QA cut, respectively.
Figure 6.2: Comparison between Starscaler and GL1p scalers. The three scalers Starscaler and GL1p have
in common (bbc30, zdcwide and zdc30) are plotted against the uncorrected star bbcwide scaler. Each of the
data points is a crossing within a run in the analysis. The limits of the QA cuts are shown in light green.
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6.2.3 Single Arm Scalers
The relationship between single arm rate and coincidence rate is known to be linear and this is crucial for
determining the exclusive single to double ratios (kN, kS) as we will see in section 6.3. In order to remove
these inconsistent crossings, we fit the scatterplot to a degree-2 polynomial and place a cut based on how
much the data points deviate from said curve. We use an order-two polynomial as these have not been
corrected for pileup. This cut removed a total of 82691 crossings (4.7% reduction with respect to 86740).
Figure 6.3: Single arm scalers vs rate before correction. Note how groups of points deviate from the main
diagonal pattern. Each point represents a crossing within a run.
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Figure 6.4: Single arm scalers vs corrected BBC rate after QA cut. The fitted lines used to place the cut
are shown in red.
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6.2.4 Livetimes
We decided to only include runs and crossings where livetimes were above 0.7. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the
scalers that were used as criteria. Figure 6.5 Shows examples of these cuts. This cut removed a total of 5188
bunch crossings points for a new total of 77503 data points.
Figure 6.5: Livetime cuts. Left hand side plot shows the livetimes for the bbcwide scaler for runs. Right
hand side plot shows the bbcwide livetimes of crossings.
Table 6.1: Scalers used for livetime cuts on a run-by-run basis.
System Detector Vertex cut
GL1 BBC no vertex
GL1 BBC 30 cm
GL1 ZDC no vertex
GL1 clock no vertex
Table 6.2: Scalers used for livetime cuts on a crossing-by-crossing basis.
System Detector Count Vertex cut
Starscaler BBC no vertex
Starscaler BBC 30 cm
Starscaler BBC North no vertex
Starscaler BBC South no vertex
Starscaler BBC (North or South) no vertex
Starscaler ZDC no vertex
Starscaler ZDC 30 cm
Starscaler ZDC North no vertex
Starscaler ZDC South no vertex
Starscaler ZDC (North or South) no vertex
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6.2.5 Additional QA cuts
In addition to all the cuts highlighted in previous sections, the following QA cuts were also performed:
• Runs where 20 or more crossings were cut out were excluded.
• Crossings that showed an extremely large ZDC/BBC ratio with respect to other crossings within a
run.
• In fills where the kN and kS showed an erratic behavior (i.e., not linear vs rate).
• Runs where the RMS of the bunch shuﬄing histogram was above 1 (see section 6.4).
In sum, from an initial set of 1088 runs (130560 crossings) we were left with a total of 511 runs and a
total of 56335 crossings.
6.3 Pileup Correction
Let µ be the average number of collisions in a bunch crossing. The relative luminosity between same and
opposite helicity collisions can be obtained by placing a detector of efficiency  near the collision point. As
long as this detector triggers on the same type of collisions consistently, it will provide a reliable estimate of
the actual relative luminosity since
µ++
µ+−
=
µ++
µ+−
.
At the PHENIX experiment, luminosity is estimated via scaler counts in the BBC and ZDC detectors.
The BBC triggers on high energy parton scattering and some diffractive events while the ZDC triggers on
diffractive events. The fact that the two luminosity monitors count different types of collisions helps increase
our confidence when estimating relative luminosity. The BBC triggers mostly on hard scattering collisions
while the ZDC triggers on diffractive events.
The coincidence BBC and ZDC scalers with no vertex cuts are the proxies for estimating the relative
luminosity since they are less vulnerable to background noises than single arm scalers and because the use
of a vertex cut can produce a dependence between scaler counts and vertex distribution widths [47].
With increasing collision rates µ; the probability of several collisions occurring during a bunch crossing
also increases. This makes the detector efficiencies dependent upon the collision rates, which interferes with
the basic requirement that scalers be proportional to the actual collision rate. Moreover; we will see that
the pileup effect makes the BBC under count collisions while the ZDC over counts, thus affecting our two
luminosity monitors differently which leads to a dependence of ZDC/BBC versus rate. This is the problem
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the pileup correction solves. Figure 6.6 illustrates a few simple examples of how a relative luminosity monitor
may miscount in the presence of pileup.
Figure 6.6: Pileup Diagram. (a) shows the ideal case where only one double hit collision occurs and is thus
counted. (b) is an example of under-counting as two coincidence collisions happened but we are only able
to count one of them. (c) is an example of over-counting as two single-arm hit collisions happened but are
incorrectly reconstructed as one double-hit collision.
6.3.1 Derivation of the Pileup Correction
The pileup correction is fundamentally a correction of collision rates. The measured coincidence rate per
clock event is not the rate at which collisions occur. Rather, it is the probability that both arms of the
detector are hit at least once during a bunch crossing. When a collision occurs, there are four mutually
exclusive scenarios represented by the following probabilities:
• P00 ≡ probability that a collision won’t be observed in neither the north nor the south arm.
• PN0 ≡ probability that a collision will be seen in the north arm but not in the south arm.
• P0S ≡ probability that a collision will be seen in the south arm but not in the north arm.
• PNS ≡ probability that a collision hits both the north and the south arms.
Since these probabilities encompass all the possible scenarios of a collision, P00 + PN0 + P0S + PNS = 1.
Let us further define:
• Pk` ≡ Probability that in a given crossing, k different collisions will be seen in the north and ` different
collisions will be seen in the south.
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• P (k`|N ) ≡ Pk` given that N collisions occurred.
Translating our assertion that the measured coincidence rate is the probability that both arms are hit at
least once, we have:
RNS = NNS
Nclock
= 1− P (k = 0, ` = 0)− P (k > 0, ` = 0)− P (k = 0, ` > 0). (6.2)
We will now write all the probabilities on the right-hand side of the equation in terms of the coincidence
rate.
• P (k = 0, ` = 0) is the probability that neither arm is hit during a bunch crossing. We can write it as
a sum of conditional probabilities:
P (k = 0, ` = 0) =
∞∑
i=0
P (00|i)P (i, µ). (6.3)
The collision rates follow a Poisson distribution. The probability of having i collisions with an average
rate of µ is
e−µ
µi
i!
. And the probability of not having any collisions in either arm given that i collisions happened is
simply (P00)i
P (k = 0, ` = 0) =
∞∑
i=0
(P00)ie−µµ
i
i!
= e−µ
∞∑
i=0
(P00µ)i
i!
= e−µ(1−P00) (6.4)
• P (k > 0, ` = 0) is the probability that the north arm sees one or more collisions and the south arm
sees no collision. In this case we need to perform a double sum. The fact that k collisions hit the north
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arm implies that i− k of these collisions did not hit either arm.
P (k > 0, ` = 0) =
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=k
(
i
k
)
(P00)i−k(PN0)k e
−µµi
i!
= e−µ
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=k
i!
k!(i− k)! (P00)
i−k(PN0)k µ
i
i!
= e−µ(1−P00)
∞∑
k=1
(µPN0)k
k!
= e−µ(1−P00)
( ∞∑
k=0
(µPN0)k
k!
− 1
)
= e−µ(1−P00)(eµPN0 − 1)
(6.5)
• By symmetry, P (k = 0, ` > 0) is:
P (k = 0, ` > 0) = e−µ(1−P00)(eµP0S − 1) (6.6)
Plugging these three items into equation 6.2:
RNS = 1− e−µ(PN0+PNS) − e−µ(P0S+PNS) + e−µ(PN0+P0S+PNS). (6.7)
We have grouped the exponential terms to rewrite them in terms of detector efficiencies:
• PN0 + PNS = N
• P0S + PNS = S
• PN0 + P0S + PNS = N + S − NS
Recognizing that, for example, µNS = µNS, we can rewrite the pileup equation in the following way:
RNS = 1− e−µN − e−µS + e−(µN+µS−µNS). (6.8)
This means that the scaler rate per clock event we read is one minus the probability of there being no
collisions in the north, plus the probability of there being no collisions in the south plus the probability that
there are hits in either the north or the south arm2. Finally, we define the exclusive singles to doubles ratios
2µN + µS − µNS = µor since these probabilities follow the exclusion principle, P (A ∪B) = P (A) + P (B)− P (A ∩B).
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kN ≡ µN−µNSµNS , kS ≡
µS−µNS
µNS
to write all the exponents in terms of the rate we are interested in, µNS:
RNS = 1− e−(kN+1)µNS − e−(kS+1)µNS +−e−(kN+kS+1)µNS . (6.9)
We use equation 6.9 to obtain the real coincidence rate with the measured RNS. After calculating the
best possible values of kN and kS we can obtain µNS numerically since this equation cannot be inverted.
The next section shows a first attempt at determining kN and kS from using the pileup effect on a run
by run and crossing by crossing basis.
6.3.2 Rate correction
Single arm rates per clock are not a measurement of the rate at which collisions happened, but rather one
minus the probability that the arm saw no collision:
RN = 1− e−µN (6.10)
RS = 1− e−µS (6.11)
In this case the equations can be inverted to estimate the single arm rates:
µN = − ln(1−RN) (6.12)
µS = − ln(1−RS) (6.13)
If we plug these equations into equation 6.9, we can make a first estimate of the coincidence rate:
µNS = ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS) (6.14)
We do a first estimate of our exclusive singles-to-doubles ratios using only the measured scalers:
kN ≡ µN − µNS
µNS
=
− ln(1−RN −RS +RNS) + ln(1−RS)
ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS) (6.15)
kS ≡ µS − µNS
µNS
=
− ln(1−RN −RS +RNS) + ln(1−RN)
ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS) (6.16)
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Limitations of the Rate Correction
The reader may be wondering why we are even interested in determining the exclusive singles-to-doubles
ratios when the rate correction already gives an estimate of the coincidence rate. The answer to this is that
single arm scalers are particularly vulnerable to noise. When this happens, the ratio of singles to doubles
ratios; µNµNS ,
µS
µNS
; are not constant. In fact, they show a linear dependence on rate in experimental data as
we will see in the next section.
To illustrate this with an example, let us think of a luminosity monitor that is immune against back-
grounds. Moreover, let us assume that this detector has singles to doubles ratios of kN = 0.2, kS = 0.3.
If there was no noise, the rate correction would be able to reconstruct the original coincidence rate, as we
can see in table 6.3. The first set of rates shows three selected coincidence rates that are typical for our
experiment and what the north and south rates would be given our values of kN and kS. The second set
(simulated rates) shows what the rates in our detector would be under the pileup effect. The third set
shows the results of applying the rate correction to the simulated rates. In this case the rates are perfectly
reconstructed as the singles to doubles ratio is constant.
Table 6.3: Table of Rates for hypothetical luminosity monitor where kN = 0.2, kS = 0.3.
Physical Rates Simulated Rates Reconstructed Rates
Coincidence North South Coincidence North South Coincidence North South
0.4 0.48 0.52 0.3355 0.3812 0.4055 0.4 0.48 0.52
0.5 0.6 0.65 0.40151 0.4512 0.4780 0.5 0.6 0.65
0.6 0.72 0.78 0.4614 0.5132 0.5416 0.6 0.72 0.78
Now, if we find that singles to doubles ratios are not constant but rather have a small dependence on
rate, we will not be able to reconstruct the coincidence correctly from applying the rate correction. Let us
assume in this case that the measured singles to doubles ratios follow the relations kN = 0.2(1+0.1µNS), kS =
0.3(1 + 0.1µNS). The results of applying the rate correction are shown in table 6.4 on the following page. In
this case we are not able to reconstruct the original coincidence rates. We can, however, plot the measured
singles to doubles ratios versus rate and we fit the scatterplot to a line. The y-intercept of this line will
give us kN, kS at zero rate so we can apply equation 6.9. The extrapolation to zero rate gives us that,
kN = 0.17194, kS = 0.2733. In every iteration we use the latest result for the coincidence rate to re-estimate
kN, kS and extrapolate the results to zero until the procedure converges
3. Table 6.5 shows the results from
3 iterations.
3Note that the individual values of kN, kS will get closer but will never be the same as the real values since that, as we said
in the text, they still have a noise component in the single-arm rate
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Table 6.4: Rates for hypothetical luminosity monitor where kN, kS show some rate dependence.
Physical Rates Simulated Rates Reconstructed Rates
Coincidence North South Coincidence North South Coincidence North South
0.4 0.496 0.536 0.3355 0.3910 0.4149 0.3962 0.496 0.536
0.5 0.625 0.675 0.40151 0.46474 0.9084 0.4924 0.625 0.675
0.6 0.756 0.816 0.4614 0.53046 0.5578 0.5862 0.756 0.756
Table 6.5: Reconstructed values of the coincidence rate for 3 iterations of the pileup correction.
Real Rate 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration
0.4 0.401766 0.400129 0.400076
0.5 0.502658 0.500194 0.500114
0.6 0.603691 0.600268 0.600158
6.3.3 Results of the Pileup Correction
Global vs Fill-by-fill pileup correction
The rate correction is used to obtain a scatterplot where each crossing in every run is plotted with its
error (figure 6.7). By extrapolating to zero we can obtain the first estimate of kN, kS to calculate the real
coincidence rates.
Figure 6.7: Results of kN, kS for the BBC and the ZDC. Each data point is a crossing within a run in the
analysis with its statistical error.
The problem with the global correction is that there is a large dispersion in the values of the exclusive
singles to doubles ratios. Moreover, there seem to be several patterns of data points coexisting in the
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scatter plots instead of one single linear pattern. Cameron McKinney [48] decided to propagate these large
uncertainties (coming from the residuals of the fit) directly into the A
ZDC/BBC
LL calculation in order to estimate
a systematic error. In our case we thought it was best to do the pileup correction on a fill-by-fill basis in
order to have consistent kN and kS patterns so that the residuals of the linear fit could be propagated into
uncertainties in ZDC and BBC yields. We show these scatterplots for a fill in figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8: kN, kS for ZDC and BBC in fill 17318.
Iterative Procedure
As we explained in section 6.3.2, estimates for kN, kS can be improved to reduce the influence of single-arm
backgrounds. In each iteration we use the extrapolated values of the singles to doubles ratios to estimate
the coincidence rate, which in turn would be used to recalculate the kN, kS scatterplots. Some of the rate
dependence is removed in the first iteration; though there is not much change from the first to the third
iteration. We show an example of this in figure 6.9 on the next page.
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Figure 6.9: Results of iterative procedure for ZDC kS in fill 17318.
Error Propagation
Careful propagation of uncertainties is central in the study of relative luminosity. The errors in measured
scaler rates are those of a binomial distribution in the limit where it approximates a Gaussian distribution:
δR =
√
R(1−R)/n_clocks (6.17)
When estimating kN, kS on crossing by crossing level, the errors where only coming from uncertainties in
the Starscaler rates. Appendix A shows the equations used for propagating these statistical uncertainties.
When we extrapolated kN and kS to zero, however, the uncertainty in the estimate chosen was the width
of the residual distribution, i.e., the prediction error between the linear fit and the data point. That way we
could propagate uncertainties of our knowledge of the kN and kS linear dependence on rate into the ZDC
and BBC yields by seeing how much they would change when kN and kS change. We show an example of
the residual distributions in figure 6.10
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Figure 6.10: Residual distributions for fill 17318. The top left plot shows BBC kN. The top right plot shows
BBC kS. The bottom left plot shows ZDC kN and the bottom right one shows ZDC kS.
kN and kS Variation from Fill to Fill
Figure 6.11 shows the calculated values of ZDC and BBC kN and kS versus fill number. The BBC ratios
fluctuate from 0.2 to 0.27. The ZDC singles to doubles ratios have an upward trend.
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Figure 6.11: Summary of singles to doubles ratios evolution from fill to fill. From top to bottom the show:
BBC kN, BBC kS, ZDC kN and ZDC kS.
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Impact on A
ZDC/BBC
LL
After applying all the quality cuts, the pileup correction and propagating uncertainties in our knowledge
of kN and kS we show the results of A
ZDC/BBC
LL versus run number in figure 6.12. The expected statistical
resolution for cluster asymmetries in Run 13 is of the order of 10−4. We use this average asymmetry to
estimate ∆R. The resulting χ2 value is now close to one without having to increase the size of the error
bars.
Figure 6.12: A
ZDC/BBC
LL versus run number after the pileup correction.
6.4 Bunch Shuﬄing
Bunch shuﬄing has been carried out when calculating physical asymmetries as a check for systematic errors.
Bunch shuﬄing ensures that systematic uncertainties from bunch to bunch correlations are less than the
current uncertainty [51]. Cameron McKinney was the first person of the PHENIX collaboration to do this
check for relative luminosity [48]. The standard way of performing bunch shuﬄing is to generate random
helicities for all crossings in a run and look at the distributions of
(
A
ZDC/BBC
LL /δA
ZDC/BBC
LL
)
after 10,000
such random configurations have been made. If the width of the resulting distribution is close to one, that
means we have taken care of all the sources of systematic errors.
Figure 6.13 shows the results of bunch shuﬄing using systematic errors in ZDC and BBC yields. As we
can see, the width of the distributions is not consistent with one as the mean value of distribution widths
is around 1.5. This in principle shows that there are sources of systematic errors we are not taking into
account. The reason why this happens is that the ratio of ZDC to BBC varies too much from bunch crossing
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to bunch crossing. We will see that the reasons for this large variation come from two separate phenomena:
(1) A known ZDC/BBC variation versus crossing number and (2) variations in ZDC/BBC that are not
dependant on crossing number and are inexplained.
Figure 6.13: Results of bunch shuﬄing using random helicities. The left plot shows a typical bunch shuﬄing
distribution. The right plot shows the distribution of bunch shuﬄing widths.
6.4.1 ZDC/BBC Stability
The BBC is the main luminosity monitor at PHENIX. The ZDC cross checks our unerstanding of the
BBC based luminosity measurements. Results from the bunch shuﬄing procedure show that uncertainties
in ZDC/BBC ratios are not enough to explain all the variation from crossing to crossing within a run.
This means the consistency between the two luminosity monitors is not enough for us to trust the measured
ZDC/BBC double spin asymmetry. In order to understand what could be causing this, we need to understand
that there is a residual rate dependence and a crossing dependence.
Rate Dependence
As we can see in figure 6.14 on the next page, the pileup correction reduces the dependence of ZDC/BBC on
rate. There is, however, a small residual rate dependence. If we divide Run13 into 4 arbitrary time segments
we see that each of these sections still shows a rate dependence (figure 6.15 on the following page). These
sections show a progressive decline in ZDC/BBC.
Crossing Dependence
There is a consistent pattern of variation from crossing to crossing. Though not fully understood, this is
a well known phenomenon that is partially fixed by the pileup correction. This crossing dependence is the
main contributing factor to the large RMS of the bunch shuﬄing distributions. Fortunately, as we will
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Figure 6.14: ZDC/BBC vs Rate. Black shows the ratio for uncorrected yields. Red shows the effect of the
pileup correction.
Figure 6.15: ZDC/BBC vs Rate. Red, blue, green and orange colors represent sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the
2013 data taking; respectively. Each of these subsections of the run has a different ZDC/BBC behavior.
Sections are stacked in opposite order in each of the plots to show the overlap.
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illustrate with an example in the next section, the impact of this crossing dependence can be successfully
reduced in the bunch shuﬄing procedure. It only means that carrying out bunch shuﬄing using totally
random helicities leads to large variations in A
ZDC/BBC
LL since we are recombining yields from crossings that
are far apart and are known to systematically show different values of ZDC/BBC. Figure 6.16 shows the
distribution of ZDC/BBC values after the pileup correction is applied for all the good runs and crossings of
Run 13.
Figure 6.16: Histogram showing pileup-corrected ZDC/BBC vs crossing number for all the good runs and
crossings of Run 13. Crossing number 1 was equally zero in the Starscaler counts.
6.4.2 The Case for Restricted Shuﬄing
We saw in the beginning of this section that uncertainties in ZDC/BBC yields were not enough to explain
the fluctuation from crossing to crossing within a run. This is in part due to a systematic crossing to crossing
dependence that is known. We ran a simulation to illustrate how a crossing dependence can be reduced by
restricting bunch shuﬄing to occur only within groups of consecutive crossings.
Spin patterns ensure that every group of eight consecutive crossings have four same and four opposite
helicity crossings. This heavily limits the likelihood of configurations where the difference between the
averages
〈
ZDC
BBC
〉++
and
〈
ZDC
BBC
〉+−
is large. Therefore, even if there is a ZDC/BBC dependence on rate,
as long as this ratio does not change too drastically locally, the result of restricted bunch shuﬄing should
remain relatively small. We will also prove that restricting shuﬄing to group of 8 neighboring crossings only
reduces the width of the bunch shuﬄing distribution when there is a systematic dependence on crossing.
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Simulation
The purpose of this simulation is to illustrate the effects of restricting bunch shuﬄing on three different
cases. The simulation had the following characteristics:
1. Runs had 112 crossings (No run in Run13 had more than 110 good crossings)
2. Assume perfect polarization.
3. Uncertainties are entirely statistical.
4. Each group of eight consecutive crossings had four same and four opposite helicity crossings (as is the
case with real spin patterns).
5. BBC efficiency was fixed at 50%.
6. ZDC efficiency would be around 7% that of the BBC, depending on the run.
• Run 0 had a fixed relative efficiency of 7%.
• Run 1 had a relative efficiency that changed linearly from 6.8% to 7.2%.
• Run 2 had a random relative efficiency from 6.9% to 7.1%.
This simulation generates 1,000,000 random numbers from 0 to 1 for each crossing in each run. Each
detector (ZDC or BBC) would add one to its count when the generated random number was between 0 and
the efficiency of said detector. Uncertainties on these yields were those of a binomial distribution in its limit
to a Gaussian distribution. Results from the simulation are summarized in figure 6.17 on the next page.
In the case of run 0, where ZDC behaves perfectly, the χ2 per degree of freedom is close to one, and so
is the width of the bunch shuﬄing distribution. When we restrict shuﬄing between consecutive crossings,
the width of the distribution stays roughly the same.
For run 1, where there is a large slope compared to the slopes that we find in actual runs, the χ2 per
degree of freedom is around 10 and the RMS of the distribution is close to
√
10. In this case the restricted
bunch shuﬄing has a width close to one. This indicates that as long as the ratio of ZDC/BBC does not
change too much within groups of consecutive crossings, the spin patterns employed at RHIC will suppress
the likelihood of fake asymmetries that come from recombining yields from far-away crossings.
For run 2, the relative ZDC/BBC efficiency was made to fluctuate, though in a more limited range than
run 1, fluctuations from crossing to crossing cannot be explained neither by statistical uncertainties nor by
a crossing dependence. In this case the width of the bunch shuﬄing distribution does not improve with
restricted shuﬄing.
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The large RMS of bunch shuﬄing distributions in real runs can be partially attributed to a ZDC/BBC
crossing dependence and to fluctuations outside estimated systematic errors. As we have seen in this section,
restricted shuﬄing reduces the large RMS values that come from recombining yields from far-away crossings.
Figure 6.17: Results of bunch shuﬄing simulation. The first row shows the average ZDC/BBC for each
of the simulated runs. The second row shows the bunch shuﬄing distributions for random helicities. The
third row shows the distributions for restricted shuﬄing. Run 0 was an ideal run where ZDC had a relative
efficiency of 7% relative to the BBC. In run 1, the efficiency changed linearly. In run 2 the efficiency was a
uniform random number but in a range from 6.9 to 7.1%. The histograms in each column present the results
for a respective run.
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6.4.3 Results of Restricted Bunch Shuﬄing
With restricted bunch shuﬄing, the width of the distributions is reduced at the cost of having biased
distributions. If in a run the average crossings for same and opposite helicity crossings are such that〈
ZDC
BBC
〉++
>
〈
ZDC
BBC
〉+−
, the bunch shuﬄing distribution will be centered above zero. Likewise, if opposite
helicity crossings have on average higher yields than same helicity ones, the distribution center will be
negative.
Figure 6.18: Results from restricted bunch shuﬄing. The left histogram shows the distribution of bunch
shuﬄing widths. The right plot shows the distribution of bunch shuﬄing means.
The average width of restricted bunch shuﬄing is at 0.68. This is evidence that systematic uncertainties
propagated from the fill-by-fill pileup correction are above statistical uncertainties and large enough to
explain the variations in ZDC/BBC ratios from crossing to crossing.
6.4.4 Impact of Bunch Shuﬄing on A
ZDC/BBC
LL
We removed the 29 runs for which the restricted bunch shuﬄing widths were above one. We cannot trust
yields from neither ZDC nor BBC in these runs for their fluctuation cannot be explained by the systematic
errors. We decided this approach was preferable to simply increase the error bars until the bunch shuﬄing
width was below one. Figure shows the result from removing these 29 runs. This removal leads to a χ2
that is low, considering the number of degrees of freedom. This is likely because the projected systematic
uncertainties from kN and kS over-estimate the real uncertainty.
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Figure 6.19: A
ZDC/BBC
LL after bunch shuﬄing.
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6.5 Study of Systematic Errors
In the search for more sources of systematic errors, we separate the A
ZDC/BBC
LL result into spin patterns
and into groups of crossings. The rationale behind this study is to search for segments of the data where
A
ZDC/BBC
LL is consistently above or below zero.
6.5.1 Spin Patterns
During Run 13, eight spin patterns of blue/yellow helicities numbered 21-28 were used in order to reduce
systematic uncertainties. They are summarized in table 6.6
Table 6.6: Run 13 spin patterns used in this analysis.
P21 BLUE + + - - + + - - repeat
YELLOW + + + + - - - - repeat
P22 BLUE - - + + - - + + repeat
YELLOW + + + + - - - - repeat
P23 BLUE + + - - + + - - repeat
YELLOW - - - - + + + + repeat
P24 BLUE - - + + - - + + repeat
YELLOW - - - - + + + + repeat
P25 BLUE + + + + - - - - repeat
YELLOW + + - - + + - - repeat
P26 BLUE + + + + - - - - repeat
YELLOW - - + + - - + + repeat
P27 BLUE - - - - + + + + repeat
YELLOW + + - - + + - - repeat
P28 BLUE - - - - + + + + repeat
YELLOW - - + + - - + + repeat
Checking for systematic differences in A
ZDC/BBC
LL between different spin patterns is important as small
variations in the performance of the detectors could lead to false asymmetries.
We see that three of the groups of spin patterns are consistently with zero. Spin patterns 26 and 27
are more than one sigma away from zero, which is to be expected given that A
ZDC/BBC
LL in figure 6.19 is
consistently above zero. We do not add any contributions of systematic errors from splits in spin patterns.
6.5.2 Even / Odd Crossings
We check for differences between even and odd numbered crossings as these two groups could be connected
to different boards. Small systematic differences in the transmission of bits to the scaler boards could
potentially introduce fake asymmetries. We see that the two results are consistent(i.e., when they are fit to
a constant) with a p-value of 7%.
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Figure 6.20: A
ZDC/BBC
LL vs run number for different spin patterns. Top left is spin patterns 21 and 25. Top
right shows patterns 22 and 23. Bottom left is patterns 25 and 28. Bottom right is patterns 26 and 27.
Figure 6.21: A
ZDC/BBC
LL vs run number. Left shows even crossings. Right shows odd crossings.
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6.5.3 Region Systematics
Finally, we looked at all 14 groups of 8 consecutive crossings to see how much A
ZDC/BBC
LL changes from region
to region. In the section about bunch shuﬄing we proved that these variations do not add to the systematic
uncertainty of A
ZDC/BBC
LL as the spin patterns are designed to mitigate any effects coming from this local
variation of ZDC/BBC yields.
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6.6 Single Spin Asymmetries in the ZDC
We can obtain single spin asymmetries in, say, the blue beam by calculating the asymmetry between crossings
where the blue beam had a positive helicity and crossings where it was negative:
A
ZDC/BBC
L,blue(yellow) =
1
Pblue(yellow)
N+ZDC
N+BBC
− N
−
ZDC
N−BBC
N+ZDC
N+BBC
+
N−ZDC
N−BBC
. (6.18)
Checking for possible single spin asymmetries is important as these would be evidence of parity violation,
which is impossible under the strong force. As we can see in Figure 6.6, A large asymmetry is seen in both
beams.
Figure 6.23: Single Spin Asymmetries. The right-hand side shows the asymmetry for the blue beam. The
right plot shows the same asymmetry for the yellow beam.
This surprising result could indicate an important physics discovery. In order to see whether these
asymmetries occur in the BBC or the ZDC we can now calculate single spin asymmetries of single arm
scalers. Specifically we can look at AL for the blue beam in the north direction and yellow beam in the south
direction. This way, we can see whether this effect is due to a behavior seen in a PHENIX arm or whether it
is a function of forward/backward rapidity. Figure 6.24 shows that the results are consistent between each
other when we use the ratio of yields BBCsingle arm/ZDCwide. When we use ZDCsingle arm/BBCwide, we see
that there is a large discrepancy between forward and backward rapidity. This bolsters the case that this
behavior is seen in the ZDC kinematic range and it is not a function of north vs south but rather dependent
upon we look at the forward/backward direction.
In order to further understand this relationship it would be important to compare these single arm scalers
to a different luminosity monitor such as the ERT.
At the present time the origin of A
ZDC/BBC
L,blue(yellow) is not understood. It may be possible that we observe an
AN in the ZDC from the residual transverse beam polarization. These will be subject of additional study
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Figure 6.24: Left shows the result of single spin asymmetries for the forward and backward direction in the
BBC divided by ZDCwide. Right shows single arm scalers in the ZDC with BBCwide as the denominator.
beyond this thesis. The presence of a finite A
ZDC/BBC
L,blue(yellow) does not impact the measurement of A
cluster
LL .
6.7 Conclusion
We find that
A
ZDC/BBC
LL = (1.482± 1.134)× 10−5
. We are confident that we have taken into account all sources of systematic error as distributions from the
bunch shuﬄing procedure were all below 1. The result we will quote for the relative luminosity uncertainty
will be the sum of the mean value and the uncertainty, that is: 2.6× 10−5.
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Chapter 7
Calibration Procedure
The calibration of the MPC –i.e., the conversion from a signal in the FEM to energies– is done on a channel-
by-channel basis and consists of three components, included in the equation:
Ei = Gi ·Ri(t) ·ADCi, (7.1)
where Ei is the calibrated energy in tower i; Gi is the absolute gain; Ri(t) is a relative gain with respect to
a reference run; and ADCi is the height of the pulse based on an average pulse shape.
Obtaining Gi for all MPC towers is the central goal of the analysis presented in this section. It is
the charge-to-energy conversion factor. They are determined during an iterative procedure in which the
reconstructed cluster mass in the MPC is adjusted in each iteration in order for this spectrum to have
a peak at the expected reconstructed pi0 mass. The expected masses were determined from GEANT3
simulations, and thus include acceptance and resolution effects which shift the reconstructed mass from the
true pi0 mass.
Ri(t) is obtained from an LED monitoring system that tracks the response of the crystal to stable light
pulses [40]. The gain of the MPC due to radiation damage, temperature and HV variations can fluctuate by
over 20%, with the dominant effect coming from radiation damage to the PbWO4 crystals. However, after
correcting for the variation using the LED events, the gain of the crystals is stable to about 1%. The ADC
is estimated by fitting to the average pulse shape caused by photon events in the MPC [52]. See section 5.4
for further details.
Our calibration follows previous calibration procedures established by UIUC and BNL [53] with modifi-
cations to account for new electronics.
7.1 Data Selection
The original dataset consisted of 1087 runs from Run 13 that were labeled as good and had at least one
million events. The calibration constants obtained from the database must be inspected in order to detect
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missing or inconsistent values. It is also important to make sure there is correct alignment between databases
as this can lead to the swapping of constants from one tower to another.
7.1.1 LED values
The LED monitoring system delivers fixed pulses of known intensity to the MPC crystals twice a second in
order to measure the crystal’s response as a function of time. The LED values represent the relative gain
adjustment with respect to a reference run. Figure 7.1 shows LED values vs run number for a fixed MPC
channel. Figure 7.2 shows a spectrum with all the LED values during the selected runs. The APD HV was
adjusted in the middle of the run to reset the MPC gain to correct for some of the gain loss from radiation
damage.
Figure 7.1: LED values for channel number. The red lines indicate a variation of 3 σ with respect to the
mean.
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Figure 7.2: LED values across Run 13. The x axis shows the index number of the runs (from 0 to 1087).
The y axis shows an MPC channel’s index (from 0 to 415). This two-dimensional histogram was helpful
when looking for outliers in all calibration constants.
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7.2 Channel Mapping
The calibration procedure is based on the reconstruction of clusters in the MPC. It is thus imperative to
make sure that MPC towers are not swapped since this would make the cluster reconstruction in these
channels and their neighbors impossible. The channels can be swapped due to errors in cable mapping, and
has occurred in previous datasets.
This procedure determines the correlation coefficient between every pair of MPC towers for ADC readings
above a threshold of 5 ADC counts. Each tower should in principle be correlated only with its immediate
neighbors. This method was used instead of simply keeping track of coincidence hits beyond a threshold
since it is more robust against noisy towers. Figure 7.3 shows a few examples of these tested towers. There
was no evidence of channel swapping.
Figure 7.3: Example MPC maps where the correlation between a tower and all MPC towers in its MPC arm
are shown. channels 77 and 85 are in MPC south whereas 551 and 550 are in the MPC north arm.
7.3 Spectrum matching
In order to have the best possible initial gains for the iterative pi0 procedure; we first look at the energy
spectrum of each tower. The high-energy pT spectrum follows a power law and the properties of the pT
distribution are specific to each tower.
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The energy distribution in a given MPC tower can be adjusted in order to match the spectrum from a
reference run from 2009. Namely, we adjust the gains for that channel until the integral of the normalized
pulse in the range from 2 to 6 GeV are equal. Figure 7.4 shows a few examples of channels after they have
been calibrated.
Figure 7.4: Channels calibrated using the spectrum-matching procedure. Red shows the spectrum of run
398120 from 2013. Black is the reference spectrum from 2009. The blue lines represent the range used for
negative slope matching (2 to 6 GeV).
7.4 Iterative pi0 Calibration
For this procedure, electromagnetic clusters are selected in order to reconstruct their invariant masses.
Since the majority of these clusters are expected to come from pi0 decays, a peak should be seen close to the
invariant pi0 mass of 135 MeV. In order to run this procedure, electromagnetic clusters were selected using
the following cuts:
• Ecluster > 2 GeV.
• χ2/dof when fitting to expected shower shape should be less than 3.
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• Cluster asymmetry, α = |E1−E2|E1+E2 < 0.6
• E1 + E2 > 7GeV.
• pT > 0.5 GeV/C.
• Number of tower in cluster should be three or more.
• Calibrated E8/E9 should be larger than 5%.
During each iteration, cluster invariant masses are reconstructed. For each MPC tower we build an
energy spectrum of all the clusters where the channel was the central tower. Each tower should have a
spectrum with a peak near the expected reconstructed pi0 mass1. At the end of each iteration, the gains
are multiplied times the ratio
Eexpected
E
pi0 peak location
. The location of the peak is estimated by fitting a small region
around the maximum energy bin with a Gaussian distribution. In addition to monitoring the evolution of
the pi0 peaks, the standard deviation of the fit was also considered. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the evolution
of the pi0 peak and the peak standard deviation between the zeroth and the eleventh iterations. Figures 7.7
and 7.8 show the resulting spectra after eleven iterations.
7.5 Warn Map
Once the calibration procedure converges, we count the number of clusters in each MPC channel. We expect
a linear relationship between log nclustersntrigger and the radial distance from the beam center. Although several
energy ranges were considered for consistency, we chose to look at clusters with energies between 2 and 6
GeV. Figure 7.9 illustrates the determination of the warnmap.
1A simulation was carried out in order to determine the expected reconstructed pi0 mass based on a tower’s angle.
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Figure 7.5: pi0 peak location before the iterative procedure.
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Figure 7.6: pi0 peak location after eleven iterations.
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Figure 7.7: Energy spectra in MPC South.
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Figure 7.8: Energy spectra in MPC North.
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Figure 7.9: Top: Log of cluster counts per trigger vs r in the energy range 2-6 GeV. Square black dots
represent MPC south crystals while blue dots are north crystals. The dashed red line is the average curve
and the green lines are the 3σ band. Right shows the warnmap. In green are towers with normal behavior,
while blue and red towers are those with unusually low/large counts, respectively.
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7.6 Conclusion
The absolute ADC to energy gains were successfully obtained. The calibration procedure developed for
previous runs was sufficient for this analysis. Except for the use of tower energy correlations when checking
for swapped towers; the procedure followed remained almost identical to those from previous years.
Compared to previous MPC studies, the energy spectra in figures 7.7 and 7.8 show higher backgrounds
than previous years. In addition, the iterative procedure had to go through more iterations until it converged.
This is probably due to damage in the PbWO4 crystals and to the APDs.
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Chapter 8
AclusterLL Analysis
The running integral of the gluon polarization distribution, ∆g, is constrained only in the mid-gluon range
0.05 < x < 1. Constraining it at low momentum fraction is one of the main goals of the RHIC Spin program.
The MPC is capable of extending the acceptance of the PHENIX detector down to x ∼ 0.001.
This analysis benefits from the new methods to reduce the systematic uncertainty when determining
relative luminosity by Scott Wolin and Cameron McKinney [12,54].
New wave form digitizing electronics for the MPC has made it possible to remove abundant backgrounds
in the MPC APDs online for this measurement. This innovation allows us to sample the full statistics for
neutral pions in the MPC event at low pT . The author of this thesis has developed the analysis software,
including sophisticated waveform fitting algorithms, necessary to read and analyze the MPC wave forms.
8.1 Run 13 MPC AclusterLL Analysis
8.1.1 Use of merged clusters in the MPC
pi0s have a mean lifetime of 8.4×10−17s. They decay into a pair of electrons with a branching ratio of 98.8
%. The MPC is capable of detecting pi0 where the two photon showers are separated enough that they are
distinguishable. This, however, would severely limit our statistics since most pi0s above 15 GeV will show
as merged clusters, and nearly complete merging by 21 GeV. In the high-energy limit and when the angle θ
between the two photons is small –as is the case in the MPC– the invariant mass of the photons is related
to the photon pair energy;E; in the following way:
m2γγ ≈
1
4
E(1− α2)θ2, (8.1)
where α = |E1−E2|E is the energy asymmetry between the photons. Supposing the two clusters are sepa-
rated by the minimum distance necessary to distinguish the two clusters of 2.6 cm, and set the maximum
asymmetry to 60%, the highest energy we could reconstruct would be of only 21 GeV and pT of 1.8 GeV/c.
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This is highly problematic as the region below 1.5 GeV/c is not dominated by hard-scattering events where
factorization applies. Fortunately, PYTHIA and GEANT simulations tell us that at center of mass colli-
sion energies of 500 GeV, most electromagnetic clusters in the MPC will come from merged neutral pion
photons. Figure 8.1 shows the relative fractions of pi0 at different pT values. The fractions will not change
substantially at 510 GeV.
Figure 8.1: Cluster decomposition from PYTHIA and GEANT at
√
s = 500 GeV [54].
8.2 Data Characterization
8.2.1 Energy and transverse momentum distributions
This analysis is based on events triggered in the MPC. The high rate at which the MB trigger fires, up to
4 MHz, requires a large pre-scaling, thus severely decreasing the number of events that can be written to
disk. The MPC trigger does not fire as often; yet the events in the MPC are more likely to be of interest.
In figure 8.2 we show a comparison between the energy spectra in MB and MPC trigger data. MPC data
tends to be biased toward events with larger energies and momenta.
Obviously, our data is subject to events that are incorrectly reconstructed as very energetic clusters.
Collisions at RHIC happen at 510 GeV. Some of the reconstructed clusters have energies above this value.
In section 8.3 we discuss how the data is also particularly vulnerable to single tower backgrounds that lead
to large estimated energies and transverse momenta when reconstructed as clusters.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of energy and momentum spectra between Minimum Bias data and MPC triggered
data. MB spectra were scaled to match the number of entries of MPC data.
8.2.2 BBC Vertex Distribution
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the vertex distributions for MPC and Minimum Bias triggers. Despite having
similar variances, the minimum bias distribution is more peaked. As for events where the main trigger was
in one specific arm of the MPC, the distributions are biased in opposite directions: while the distribution in
MPC south for MPC triggered events is centered at 2.1 cm, in minimum bias events it is centered at -12.47
cm. A similar behavior is seen in the MPC north arm.
The trigger type biases the vertex distribution because in the MB case, requiring a cluster of a certain
energy, the trigger will select more events further away since the photons into the MPC from further away
have larger pseudorapidity boost (closer to 3.9). In the MPC triggered case, since we select on pT , we select
the ones that are closer since that gives you more photons at larger angles from the beam-pipe (closer to
η = 3.1).
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Figure 8.3: Vertex distribution in the BBC for MPC triggered events.
Figure 8.4: Vertex distribution in the BBC for the minimum bias trigger.
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8.3 Single Tower Background
The MPC is vulnerable to large backgrounds from direct hits depositing energy in the APDs. As we saw
during the study of pulse shapes in the MPC electronics, there are two distinguishable signals in the MPC
that are different from the typical photonic pulse shape. One of these likely comes from hadron showers.
The other comes from spallation neutrons that hit the silicon in APDs, causing an abrupt and large energy
deposit. These large ADC readings are reconstructed as large energy photons by the clustering algorithm.
In order to reduce this noise, we use two variables that help identify backgrounds:
• The E8/E9 ratio compares the calibrated energies in the eight channels surrounding the central tower
to the total energy deposited in the 3×3 array. When there is no scintillation in the crystals the energy
will not spread to surrounding towers. Therefore, events with a low E8/E9 ratio are more likely to
come from single tower backgrounds. Figure 8.5 shows the distribution of this variable.
Figure 8.5: Distribution of E8/E9. The peak near zero comes from single tower backgrounds.
• The cluster profile χ2 measures how well the cluster energy distributions across crystals fit the expected
electromagnetic shower shape. Figure 8.6 shows the distribution of this variable. Events with a very
large χ2 correspond to single tower events.
Figure 8.7 shows the resulting energy and transverse momentum spectra once this cut is applied. By
comparing this figure to 8.2 on page 92, we see that there is a significant decrease in events with high
reconstructed energies and pT . Figure 8.8 draws the pT spectra to illustrate the effect of the background
cuts in our region of interest.
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of shower shape χ2.
Another way to see the effect of these cuts is shown in figure 8.9. Single tower backgrounds manifest
themselves in a channel’s r spectrum. r represents the radial distance from the cluster’s center to the beam
pipe axis.
8.4 Summary of Cuts
The following cuts were applied to the data:
• Ecluster > 15GeV.
• pT > 1.5GeV/c.
• Radial distance of the reconstructed cluster, r ≡
√
x2 + y2: cm < r < 19 cm.
• Central tower not in warnmap (see section 7.5 on page 83).
• dispersion > 5× 10−4 cm. This is also a cut made to remove single tower backgrounds.
• At least three towers in the cluster.
• E8/E9 > 20%.
• χ2shower shape < 30.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of energy and momentum spectra between minimum bias data and MPC triggered
data after the single-tower background cuts were applied. Compare to figure 8.2 on page 92. We see a
substantial decrease in the high energy and high pT events.
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Figure 8.8: Effect of background cuts. Red shows the total pT background. Orange shows the same spectrum
after the single tower background cuts. We greatly improve the large slope in the high-pT region at the cost
of over 50% of the statistics. The cuts placed were E8/E9 > 20% and χ2shower shape < 30.
Figure 8.9: Distribution of radial distance r for clusters where the highest energy deposited occurred in
channels 66 and 468. In both cases we see a large spike in a single bin before applying the cuts (the blue
spectra). As we see in the resulting distributions after the cuts (in gray), these spikes disappear.
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8.5 Asymmetry calculation
In order to calculate the single and double spin asymmetries in a run we use the equations:
AclusterL, b(y) =
1
Pb(y)
N+cluster −RN−cluster
N+cluster +RN
−
cluster
(8.2)
AclusterLL =
1
PbPy
N++cluster −RN+−cluster
N++cluster +RN
+−
cluster
(8.3)
We require the average polarization for both beams during that run. The cluster yields are used for
crossings with positive and negative helicities in the case of single spin asymmetries. Cluster yields are
determined for crossings with same and opposite helicities in the case of double spin asymmetries. These
yields are determined for nine pT bins of different widths between 1.5 and 12 GeV. Relative luminosity is
determined by dividing the corrected BBC yields with no vertex cut.
After the asymmetry is determined independently for a run, all runs are averaged using the inverse
squared errors as weights to obtain the overall asymmetry for a given bin in pT .
8.6 Single Spin Asymmetries
We show in Appendix C the full results of single spin asymmetries separated by even/odd crossings and
MPC arm. Figure 8.10 shows a summary of the results for blue and yellow beams in each of the pT bins.
All data points are consistent with zero within two σ. Moreover we see that the average blue and yellow
asymmetries are consistent with zero.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of single spin asymmetries in the MPC. In all bins bins are consistent with zero
with a reasonable probability. Bin totals for both beams are also consistent.
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8.7 Double Spin Asymmetries
Appendix B shows the collection of asymmetry plots for each of the pT bins. The results will be discussed
in section 8.7.4 on page 105.
8.7.1 Separation by crossing parity and MPC arm
An important check when analyzing cluster asymmetry results is to find differences between MPC arms and
even vs odd crossings. If a result is consistent with zero but a given partition of the data such as even
crossings in MPC south are not consistent with the average results, we may be in presence of a systematic
effect that needs to be included. Figure 8.11 shows this. Table 8.1 summarizes these results. We do not see
any signs of systematic difference between these four partitions as they are consistent with each other.
Figure 8.11: Double Spin Asymmetries in the MPC separated by MPC arm and crossing parity. The black
points represent the average bin. We find that all four partitions are consistent with the end result. Small
horizontal offsets was added in order to make the error bars distinguishable.
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pminT p
max
T Arm Crossings A
cluster
LL δA
cluster
LL χ
2 / NDF
1.5 2 South even 0.000565 0.000743 514/447
1.5 2 North even -0.000966 0.000817 559/448
1.5 2 South odd -0.000131 0.000756 518/447
1.5 2 North odd 0.000319 0.000832 481/447
2 2.5 South even 0.00187 0.000773 485/447
2 2.5 North even -0.000289 0.000791 536/447
2 2.5 South odd 0.000134 0.000786 457/447
2 2.5 North odd -0.00184 0.000806 472/447
2.5 3 South even -0.000277 0.000708 522/447
2.5 3 North even 0.000722 0.000707 501/448
2.5 3 South odd -0.000892 0.000721 442/447
2.5 3 North odd -0.0002 0.00072 463/448
3 4 South even -0.000221 0.000437 445/447
3 4 North even -0.000542 0.000469 531/448
3 4 South odd 0.000666 0.000445 500/447
3 4 North odd -5.55e-05 0.000478 493/448
4 5 South even 0.000168 0.00049 470/447
4 5 North even -0.000306 0.000559 414/448
4 5 South odd 0.000352 0.000498 416/447
4 5 North odd -0.000561 0.000569 476/448
5 6 South even -0.000531 0.000736 473/447
5 6 North even 1.45e-05 0.000839 467/447
5 6 South odd -0.000434 0.000749 391/447
5 6 North odd 0.00173 0.000854 467/447
6 7 South even -0.000125 0.00117 475/447
6 7 North even 0.00113 0.00133 466/447
6 7 South odd -0.000243 0.00119 450/447
6 7 North odd -0.000516 0.00135 491/447
7 8 South even 0.00083 0.0017 431/447
7 8 North even 0.000133 0.00206 457/447
7 8 South odd -0.00264 0.00173 411/447
7 8 North odd 0.000179 0.00209 479/447
8 12 South even -0.00122 0.00195 496/447
8 12 North even -0.00193 0.0022 488/447
8 12 South odd 0.00215 0.00198 476/447
8 12 North odd -0.00163 0.00224 467/446
Table 8.1: AclusterLL results for all pT bins divided by arm and crossing parity.
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8.7.2 Separation by Spin Patterns
We also divide the result into runs belonging to one of four groups of spin patterns. We see that patterns
(21, 24) and (25,28) are consistent with each other in each pT bin. On the other hand, we see that spin
patterns (22, 23) and (26, 27) are also consistent with each other. However, we see a large split between
these two groups of spin patterns in a way that is not consistent with the error bars. This is especially true
in the high pT bins where background events are predominant.
Figure 8.12: Comparison of result between spin patterns.
It was decided that the last two bins would not be quoted in the final result as long as these backgrounds
are not properly removed from the analysis. Moreover, we still see that, when fitting to a constant, the
average results of individual patterns is not consistent with zero, like the average result is. Therefore it
was decided to add an additional uncertainty of 5×10−4 to each of the spin patterns to account for this
separation. Figure 8.13 illustrates the effect of adding this.
8.7.3 Bunch Shuﬄing
Bunch shuﬄing is a standard technique that checks whether statistical uncertainties are enough to explain
fluctuations in yields from crossing to crossing and from run to run. The procedure generates random
helicities for crossings and re-estimates the asymmetry. The random assignment of helicities removes any
physics asymmetry so that an asymmetry of zero is expected in absence of systematic effects. After repeating
this 10,000 times, we generate a histogram with (AclusterLL /δA
cluster
LL ). We expect these histogram to be centered
at zero and have a standard deviation of around one. Figure 8.14 shows a summary of this.
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Figure 8.13: Top plot shows the AclusterLL result separated by spin pattern after removing the two highest pT
bins. The bottom plot shows the same result after a systematic error of 5×10−4 was added as systematic
uncertainty.
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Figure 8.14: Bunch Shuﬄing results for every pT bin.
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We see that, particularly in the case of the first and fourth bin, the bunch shuﬄing widths are larger
than one. Although adding the systematic error from the spin pattern separation is enough to reduce these
widths to below one.
8.7.4 Final AclusterLL Result
Figure 8.15 shows the result of the double spin asymmetry in electromagnetic cluster production in the
MPC. Scale uncertainty refers to the statistical uncertainty of beam polarizations. These do not contribute
to the statistical uncertainty of the result as they affect central values and error bars equally. Table 8.2
summarizes the result.
Figure 8.15: Final Run 13 AclusterLL result. The red line represents the result of fitting the data points to a
constant. The dotted lines indicate the standard error of the fit (1.235×10−4).
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pminT p
max
T < pT > A
cluster
LL δA
cluster
LL
1.5 2 1.74 -3.95667e-05 0.000465574
2 2.5 2.26 8.83494e-06 0.000467568
2.5 3 2.76 -0.000159128 0.000436393
3 4 3.51 -2.17433e-05 0.000338668
4 5 4.44 -3.55946e-05 0.00036274
5 6 5.42 0.000103622 0.000467241
6 7 6.42 3.63378e-05 0.000673891
Table 8.2: Summary of bin by bin results for AclusterLL in the MPC at
√
s = 500 GeV. Transverse momentum
units are expressed in GeV/c.
8.7.5 Comparison with Previous pp Results
Figure 8.16 compares the AclusterLL results of Runs 9, 11 and 13 together. Table 8.3 summarizes the overall
AclusterLL results.
Run
√
s Recorded Luminosity < AclusterLL > δA
cluster
LL
9 500 GeV 14 pb−1 0.000015 0.001182
11 500 GeV 18 pb−1 0.000528 0.001063
13 510 GeV 155 pb−1 -0.000043 0.000124
Table 8.3: Comparison of Run 9, 11 and 13 MPC AclusterLL results. A small horizontal offset is used to make
the results visible. Data points from runs 11 and 9 were obtained from [54] and [12], respectively.
If the same trigger system used during runs 9 and 11 had been used during Run 13, the expected
improvement in the size of the error bars would have been of
√
10, since this is roughly the improvement
in relative luminosity with respect to these years. However, in some of the bins the error is reduced by as
much as a factor of ten.
8.8 AclusterLL AnalysisConclusion
We have attained the target precision in this study of AclusterLL . In order to be able to publish this result,
more work has to be done in order to resolve the conflict between the average results for the two groups of
spin patterns.
These results will be included in future QCD analyses toward constraining ∆G. See figure 1.10 on page 17
for the projected impact.
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of Run 9, 11 and 13 MPC AclusterLL results. A small horizontal offset is used to make
the results visible. Data points from runs 11 and 9 were obtained from [54] and [12], respectively.
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Appendix A
Error Calculation
A.1 Binomial Error
δR =
√
R(1−R)/n_clocks
A.2 Error of Single Arm rates
δµN =
δRN
1−RN
δµS =
δRS
1−RS
A.3 Error of exclusive singles to doubles ratios
kN =
µN − µNS
µNS
kN =
− ln(1−RN −RS +RNS) + ln(1−RS)
ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RS)− ln(1−RN)
kN =
√(
∂kN
∂RNS
)2
(δRNS)2 +
(
∂kN
∂RN
)2
(δRN)2 +
(
∂kN
∂RS
)2
(δRS)2
∂kN
∂RNS =
ln(1−RN)
(1−RN −RS +RNS)[ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RS)− ln(1−RN)]2
∂kN
∂RN =
1
(1−RN −RS +RNS)[ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RS)− ln(1−RN)]−(
1
1−RN − 11−RN−RS+RNS
)
(− ln(1−RN −RS +RNS) + ln(1−RS))
[ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RS)− ln(1−RN)]2
∂kN
∂RS =
(RNS −RN) ln(1−RN)
(RS − 1)(1−RN −RS +RNS)[ln(1−RN −RS +RNS)− ln(1−RS)− ln(1−RN)]2
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kS =
µS − µNS
µNS
kS =
− ln(1−RS −RN +RNS) + ln(1−RN)
ln(1−RS −RN +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS)
kS =
√(
∂kS
∂RNS
)2
(δRNS)2 +
(
∂kS
∂RS
)2
(δRS)2 +
(
∂kS
∂RN
)2
(δRN)2
∂kS
∂RNS =
ln(1−RS)
(1−RS −RN +RNS)[ln(1−RS −RN +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS)]2
∂kS
∂RS =
1
(1−RS −RN +RNS)[ln(1−RS −RN +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS)]−(
1
1−RS − 11−RS−RN+RNS
)
(− ln(1−RS −RN +RNS) + ln(1−RN))
[ln(1−RS −RN +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS)]2
∂kS
∂RN =
(RNS −RS) ln(1−RS)
(RN − 1)(1−RS −RN +RNS)[ln(1−RS −RN +RNS)− ln(1−RN)− ln(1−RS)]2
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Appendix B
Full AclusterLL Results
Figure B.1: Double Spin Asymmetries for all runs. MPC South and even crossings.
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Figure B.2: Double Spin Asymmetries for all runs. MPC South and odd crossings.
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Figure B.3: Double Spin Asymmetries for all runs. MPC North and even crossings.
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Figure B.4: Double Spin Asymmetries for all runs. MPC North and odd crossings.
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Figure B.5: Average Double Spin Asymmetries for all runs.
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Appendix C
Full AclusterL Results
Figure C.1: Single Spin Asymmetries (blue beam) for all runs. MPC South and even crossings.
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Figure C.2: Single Spin Asymmetries (blue beam) for all runs. MPC South and odd crossings.
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Figure C.3: Single Spin Asymmetries (blue beam) for all runs. MPC North and even crossings.
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Figure C.4: Single Spin Asymmetries (blue beam) for all runs. MPC North and odd crossings.
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Figure C.5: Single Spin Asymmetries (yellow beam) for all runs. MPC South and even crossings.
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Figure C.6: Single Spin Asymmetries (yellow beam) for all runs. MPC South and odd crossings.
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Figure C.7: Single Spin Asymmetries (yellow beam) for all runs. MPC North and even crossings.
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Figure C.8: Single Spin Asymmetries (yellow beam) for all runs. MPC North and odd crossings.
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